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Dr. Clyde Bentley, Thesis Advisor 
 

ABSTRACT 
 

 
This case study gives a detailed description of the organizational transformation 

process of the Lawrence Journal-World to one of the most recognized convergence news 

operations in the Unite States. The research uses interviews, documents and field 

observation to identify three stages in the change. It describes the challenges, decisions 

and adaptations needed in each to appropriate online technology in a case of society and 

technology mutual shaping.   

The evolution involved adaptation in human resources practices, management 

techniques, organizational chart, communication between areas, training, physical 

organization of the newsroom, and redefinition of the business model.  

This study seeks to contribute to the discussion of how to turn a newspaper’s Web 

site into an asset that fully benefits from the potential of both technology and quality 

journalism. It helps identify good practices media companies can use to adapt to an ever-

changing environment. It also emphasizes the role of leadership and vision as anchors to 

the transformation and drivers of the change. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 

 

The relationship between technological and social change and their mutual 

shaping as an ongoing process has been well-established by researchers (Boczkowski, 

2004; Castells, 2001; Pavlik ,1998; Ebo,1998; Oden, 1999). From the first printing press, 

to the fax machine, the computer, the Internet, the personal music players, etc. the 

adoption of new media technologies altered almost every social institution, affecting the 

way we live, work and play. The arrival of the World Wide Web for the mass media, 

challenged the newsrooms journalistic work, its routines and its traditional assumptions 

and the consequences of online technologies for media companies have been enormous, 

both for the production and the consumption of news. But, how, when and why did those 

changes take place? 

To say that the Web has changed the media industry and the job of the journalist 

is a superficial and obvious statement. How has the media industry changed and what 

have been the processes followed? Both researchers and practitioners seem to be more 

inclined to assume an approach in which processes are overlooked  and the focus is on 

the final results and final products (Boczkowski, 2005). To focus on results does not 

allow researchers to describe what has happened and does not provide enough 

information to practitioners for them to foresee potential consequences of online 

technologies and convergence in their own newsrooms.  
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Research done on technological changes in newsrooms has often focused on the 

revolutionary aspect of online technologies and the effects of technological changes, a 

limited and limiting focus that overlooks the evolutionary aspect of the change and the 

processes generating them (Boczkowski, 2005). Through the theoretical framework of 

organizational change and following a case study approach, this research will explain 

how the staff of the LJWorld.com and the company itself incorporated the new online 

technology into their journalistic work and businesses as part of a converged context. 

Being a case study, this study performs an in-depth look at the company, the challenges 

and processes it had to go through in order to appropriate the new tools. The study 

focuses on structural and organizational adaptation as well as the company’s business 

model and editorial model. 

 

Why study the processes involved in generating technological change?  

Most of the impact of Internet in different environments has been basically 

studied with a technological deterministic perspective (Pisanias & Willcocks, 1999; 

Boczowski, 2005) Such approach has minimized the importance of the process of change 

and the importance of the mutual shaping of technology and society. It is undeniable that 

technology offers the possibility of change but there are several factors involved in the 

shaping of that change. Technology does not necessarily or automatically change 

organizations or the way they do their job. To state that the evolution in media due to 

technology is inevitable implies a passive role of media, audiences and journalists who 

cannot do anything about technology except keep up with it and dance to its rhythm. 
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Certainly, this approach does not really explain how media evolution and new media 

creation takes place. It would be more accurate to say that online technologies have 

provided new musical notes and instruments to life but the rhythm, the beat and the final 

harmony and melody are still composed by individuals and social networks. As an 

example, Boczkowski (2005) describes the ‘shovelware’ phase of online newspapers in 

which although the online technology allowed many things, the online newsrooms just 

reproduced the print practices; they had not appropriated the technology yet.  

New media technologies do not equal new media. Online media, as any other 

media, emerge as a process, “merging existing social and material infrastructures with 

novel technical capabilities, a process that also unfold in relation to broader contextual 

trends” (Bozckowski, 2005, p.4). The creation of new media involves new processes and 

dynamics, an organizational change that goes beyond technical capabilities. As 

Boczkowski (2005) and Botler and Grusin (2000) emphasize, new digital media are 

embedded in and emerge from “the World Wide Web is not merely a software protocol 

and text and data files. It is also the sum of the uses to which this protocol is now being 

put [..]. These uses are as much a part of the technology as the software itself” (Botler 

and Grusin, 2000, p.20). As this quotes suggests, to talk about online technologies and 

online newspapers not only to talk about the technology that enables their production, but 

the way the newsroom uses that technology.   

As stated by Boczkowski, (2005), “an emphasis on process contributes to making 

more visible the ongoing practices that generate the occasionally anticipated but more 

often unforeseen consequences of technological change” (p.5). Just focusing on the final 

results of the change does not allow for prediction and not following the steps of the 
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change, makes it hard to identify and define possible problematic areas as well as 

possible routes to follow. To just list the final changes and results does not provide much 

information that can help the industry smooth the transition to online and converged 

products; it doesn’t help the creation of future media. As stated by Vincent, Haddon & 

Hamill (2005), on their study about 3G mobile phone technologies, to describe the 

specific examples of social practices that shaped and were shaped by the appropriation of 

technological possibilities, shows what needs to be taken into account in the design of 

future products and services.  

To describe the processes and practices that had to be shaped and rethought in 

order to create an online newspaper that leveraged on and contributed to the convergence 

efforts of the newsroom, will help understand how and why the final transformations and 

results occurred. This transformation will be described immersed in the convergence 

efforts the company undergone. Most convergence operations are merging their products 

online. By highlighting the aspects that shifted in the emergence of the new online 

medium and the rationale behind those changes, and describing why things are the way 

they are in the LJWorld.com, this research aims to contribute to the smoothing of the 

transition of media from print to online and from a single platform to multiple ones. 

Technology and media innovation depend on an interrelation and mutation of 

technology, communications and the organization (Mc Nair, 1998; Pavlik, 2000; 

Boczkowski, 2004). However, the rapid pace of technology has made it difficult to 

understand the nature and shape of new media technologies (Boczkowski, 2004) and its 

impact on media businesses.  
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This case study describes the evolutionary process followed by the LJWorld.com 

and the Journal-World to transform/adapt their print product to the online platform and 

the effects that this had on different aspects of the business model. The aim of this 

research is to describe the transformations related to the use of technology (Web) in 

online newsrooms focusing especially on the producer and the production context. This 

research examines how the Journal-World appropriated the Web’s capabilities and 

changes and adapted its processes. How did a Web site in a converged operation affect 

the processes, the workflow and the structure in the online and print operation of the 

Journal-World in Lawrence, Kansas? This study looks at the organizational practices 

performed by them to “extend their delivery vehicle beyond ink on paper” (Boczkowski, 

2004, p.3). This includes the work processes undertaken to get the job done and the 

organizational transformation of the company, the deployment of resources and 

organization of personnel as well as new procedures of production and management. 

Understanding the process behind the change provides richer information on what kind of 

discussions and considerations should be taken into account to reach the appropriate 

product and business model for each company.  

 

The Journal-World in Lawrence, Kansas 

 Many journalistic articles have been written on the successful convergence 

operation of the Journal-World in Lawrence Kansas. However, little academic research 

has been done about that publication. In an exploratory research, Singer (2004), made a 

comparative analysis of four newsrooms including the J-W’s and described the cultural 
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and technological differences that may hinder convergence in the newsrooms as well as 

the advantages perceived by the newsroom staff that adopted a new policy of 

convergence journalism. The author spent a week in the Lawrence, Kansas operation 

observing and interviewing journalist about the convergence experience. The study 

focuses on the journalists’ perceptions of convergence and the advantages it may bring to 

the newsroom. More directly related to this study, the research found that there were 

cultural and technological differences that could hold back the diffusion. This case study 

identifies the processes the LJWorld.com and the print and TV newsroom had to reshape 

and rethink in order to avoid being held back, the adaptations and changes in the online 

newsroom processes that were needed to appropriate the Web’s capabilities. Most 

convergence operations are occurring via online technology and most of the companies 

involved in those started realizing how to use the online characteristics in their own 

context without copying processes, work routines or even texts from other news 

platforms.  

There are several characteristics that make the LJWorld.com a suitable case study. 

Media companies are known for reactive and defensive traits in their innovation culture 

(Boczkowski, 2005). However, this may not seem the case for The LJWorld.com as they 

would be what Rogers (1983) defines as an “early adopter”. According to the Newspaper 

Association of America (1996) by the end of 1995, 175 US newspapers were publishing 

on the Web and the LWJournal.com was one of those (n.d., para.8). In the fall of 2001, 

The World Company, that publishes the LJWorld, became one of the first media groups 

to combine its print, television and Internet news-gathering into one newsroom. (para. 

12). Also according to its Web site, this diversity makes the World Company the news 
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source for 90% of the residents in Lawrence and surrounding communities:” Statistics 

show that nine out of 10 local households each day turn to the company's newspaper, 

cable television or Internet editions to receive information”. (n.d., para. 13) 

The company takes pride in being “aggressive at embracing new technology and 

ideas” (n.d., para. 7) but the industry has also acknowledged and rewarded this 

aggressiveness. The LJWorld.com has won several Digital Edge Awards for the category 

‘circulation under 75,000’ given by the Newspaper Association of America. In 2005, it 

won the Best Overall News Site, the Best Home Page User Experience and the Best 

Sports Site. In 2004 it won the Best Entertainment Site. The comments by the judges of 

the Digital Edge Awards included: “LJWorld.com is relentless in its pursuit of new 

methods to inform and engage its audience. The Journal-World’s highly converged 

newsroom inspires a culture of multi-layered storytelling (…) and exceptional database-

driven features”; “Style and functionality rule on Lawrence.com”; “LJWorld.com rules 

sports coverage in its community” (Newspaper Association of America, 2005, Best 

Overall News Site, section, para.10; Best Home Page User Experience section, para. 16; 

Best Sports Site section, para.19).  

In addition to the Journal World newspaper and Web sites, the World Company 

owns a cable company (Sunflower Broadband), eight weekly newspapers between 

Lawrence and Kansas City, and a publishing division (Sunflower Publishing) that 

publishes directories, programs and magazines such as Lawrence Magazine, Topeka 

Magazine, Shawnee Magazine, Chalk Magazine for KU Students, STATEments 

Magazine for K-State students. They also own Mediaphormedia, LLC, a software 
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company that provides Web support for all the company’s Web sites but that also creates 

commercial products such as a content management system called Ellington. The role of 

the software company is analyzed in detail in terms of the changes it brought to the 

company’s business model and as an example of mutual shaping of technology and 

society.  

By providing a detail description of the process, this research hopes to contribute 

to the body of academic knowledge about technological change and convergence in 

newsrooms from an organizational perspective focusing on the changes and decisions 

made on a managerial level to make technology and convergence work on this particular 

Web site. The research shows how technical changes shape and are shaped by a 

convergence operation praised by the industry.  
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CHAPTER 2: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
 

 

In her 1998 study, Singer defined four theoretical approaches for research into the 

changing role of online journalists. These were Diffusion of Innovation, Gate-Keeping 

theory, Sociology of News Work and Social Cohesion. These four approaches are starting 

points for any research on the changing journalistic role, and allow the research to 

explain different aspects of that change. However, as Singer herself states, (1998) these 

foundations are just potential starting points since “the questions about online journalism 

have many facets, and multi-disciplinary, wide-ranging approaches may work best in 

attempting to answer them.” This study will cover the transformations related to the use 

of online technology that go beyond the journalist’s job. It will look at structural and 

organizational transformations as well as practices and processes through which 

LJWorld.com appropriated online technological developments. In this sense, one of the 

theoretical foundations for this research, The Mutual Shaping of Technology and Society, 

will deal with the way technology evolves and connects with social change while the 

other, Organizational Transformation and Development, is borrowed from business and 

management studies and deals with the way organizations develop, change and transform 

themselves. This section first deals with an explanation of the Mutual Shaping of 

Technology and Society as well as the Organizational Development framework and will 

then follow with a definition of some of the key concepts that will be used throughout the 

study. 
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Mutual shaping of technology and society 

 According to technological determinism “changes in technology exert a greater 

influence on societies and their processes than any other factor” (Smith, 1994, p.2). 

Although academics have not reached an ultimate agreement on what the term means 

exactly, they all define it in terms of technology shaping and determining the change than 

anything else. Among the list of technological determinists one finds Karl Marx, 

Vladimir Lenin and Lynn White, who believed that technology sparked social change. 

Marx in moments of simplification, argued that waterwheels ushered in 
manorialism and that steam engines gave birth to bourgeois factories and 
society. Lenin added that electrification as the bearer of socialism. White 
elegantly portrayed the stirrup as the prime mover in a train of cause and 
effect culminating in the establishment of feudalism. (Hughes, 1994, p.103)  

 
But is technology a necessary and sufficient condition to change societies and in 

this case, corporative environment and systems of news production? For some, this vision 

seems “to reduce the intimate intertwining of society and technology to a simple cause-

and-effect consequence” (MacKenzie & Wacjman, 1996, p.xiv), it is an 

oversimplification of more complex processes and interrelations that involve technology 

of course, but not exclusively. “That machines make history in some sense is of course 

obvious. That they do not make all of history (…) is equally clear” (Heibloner, 1994, p. 

54). Innovation affects organizational structures, but organizational structures also affect 

innovativeness (Normann, 1971; Boczkowski, 2005).  

New technologies are expressed in physical, social, economical terms and form 

networks and include the refashioning or “remediation” of old networks (Botler & 
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Grusin, 2000). Therefore, it would incorrect to assume a technological determinism 

approach to understand new media since technology enables change but does not 

necessarily bring it. Technology needs to be appropriated by the user, needs to be 

reshaped by the user in order to fit its needs. 

 A competing view is the concept of the social shaping of technology. The social 

shaping of technology looks beyond the question of technology’s effects on society and 

works on the assumption that the traffic between technology and society is “emphatically 

two-ways” (MacKenzie & Wacjman,1996, p.xv).  

This idea seems to be a quite well established practical fact but in academic 

circles has had little resonance, especially in mass media studies. According to 

MacKenzie and Wacjman (1996), “successful practicing engineers know that a design 

that works technically will fail if it is too expensive, if it is unattractive to employers or 

customers, if its ‘fit’ to the structure of an organization is poor, or if it falls foul of 

powerful political forces”. (p.xv). However the same authors state that “when this 

intertwining is discussed in newspapers or mass media, the dominant account of it can be 

summed up as ‘technological determinism’ (p.3). That kind of approach looks at effects 

and not processes since “social shaping of technology views technology as a social 

process” (Misa, 1998, p. 322). 

There’s not a definitive line that defines where technological determinism ends 

and social constructivism starts. According to Smith & Marx (1994), Heibloner’s 

approach would be consider a “soft” version of technological determinism because he 

sees a complex scenario in which technology acts on society but also reflects the 

influence of other socioeconomic forces. For Bimber (1994), Karl Marx could not be 
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consider a technological determinist. On the other hand, although sociologists and 

historians that agree with the social construction of reality argue for a “nonreductionist, 

interactive approach to the machine and its context” (Misa, 1998, p. 322), the term ‘social 

construction of technology’ may lead to think that society alone changes and constructs 

technology which is not true. And in fact, one of the weaknesses of and concerns about 

Social Construction of Technology, as noted by Kline and Pinch is “the neglect of the 

reciprocal relationship between artifacts and social groups. We agree that it is important 

to show not only how social groups shape technology, but also how the identities of 

social groups are reconstituted in the process” (1999, p. 114). 

Technological and social change is a complex process that cannot be reduced to 

just one variable and “the two factors of technology and people are essential to the 

change process and neither alone is the driver of change” (Kotoghiorghes & Hansen, 

2004 p.23). Media technology offers a wide range of possibilities and potential, but it is 

up to the user to decide which aspects to take and which to discard (Vincent, Haddon & 

Hamill, 2005). 

To emphasize the two-way road MacKenzie and Wajcman (1998) talk about, 

Boczkowki (2005) doesn’t refer to Social Shaping/Construction of Technology, but to 

“Mutual Shaping of Technological and Social Change” (p.10). This mutual shaping lens 

“enables a more encompassing account of the joint processes of technological and social 

change in new media than the diffusion of innovations and social shaping of technology 

perspectives (…) the shaping and diffusion of media artifacts are so intimately tied that 

they should be seen as the two sides of the same innovation coin” (Boczkowski, 2004b, 

p.7) To understand new media, one needs to understand their technological, 
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communicational and organizational elements and their relationship. Boczkowski 

describes the unfolding of media innovation through a triangle formed by 

communication, technology and organization, in which “the function and meaning of any 

one side can be understood only in connection to the other two” (205, p.11) 

Technical capabilities do not transform established journalistic routines by 

themselves. If such transformations occur, they are the outcome of contextually 

dependent practices that include news contextualization, enrollment of new contributors, 

database management, technical support, among others  This study analyzes the 

ljworld.com operation in its technological and journalistic context.  

 

Organizational transformation 

In their book on organizational development, French, Bell & Zawacki (1994p.vii)  

defined this approach as “the applied domain of organizational psychology and 

sociology. It is the engineering side of the organizational sciences”. Organizational 

transformation or change is a dimension of organizational development. Unfortunately 

there isn’t a unified theory for any of these two terms, “yet, despite this absence of clear 

underpinnings, the field continues to evolve and grow” (Porras & Silvers, 1994, p.82). 

For Porras & Silvers (1994) organizational change is typically triggered by an 

environmental shift that leads to an intentionally generated response. In the case of online 

newsroom practices, these “challenge the boundaries that customarily separate editorial, 

technical, and commercial domains in print newspapers” (Boczkowski, 205, p. 158). 

They identify this response as the Planned Organizational Change, and develop a model 
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with four interrelated components: a change intervention (a), alters certain organizational 

target variables (b), that impact individual organizational members and their job 

behaviors(c) and all of this finally results in changes to the organization.  There are two 

types of change interventions: Organization Development and Organization 

Transformation. Internet technologies would follow under the category of Transformation 

since they are a set of techniques aimed at the planned change of organizational vision 

and work settings with the intention of generating “change that helps the organizational 

better fit or create desirable future environments” (Porras & Silvers, 1994, p.84). To look 

at the Internet in media companies as the trigger for Organizational Development instead 

of Transformation would be a mistake. OD concentrates on “work-setting changes that 

help an organization adapt to its current environment, or improve its fit into expected 

future environments”. Although in a first stage, print newspapers may just seek to adapt 

their product to the new environment, in order to make a successful transition, online 

technologies should lead to a remediation, a reinvention of the set of rules (Boczkowski, 

2005; Dibean & Garrison, 2000; Kaster, 2001; Castells, 2001). It would be a mistake to 

think of the emergence of a new medium as a “predicted future environment”. Another 

focus of OT is the constant change, the capability for self-diagnosis and change. The 

variables associated with OT deal with work setting (participation, motivation, etc.) but 

also with organizational beliefs, purpose and mission. This vision has a fundamental role 

in maintaining organizational coherence, that is, with the way the organization members 

perceive reality and view the world, leading to changes in attitudes and behaviors that 

then lead to OT (Porras & Silvers, 1994). 
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 One very important aspect of organization change is that not everything changes. 

Even though there are different levels of organizational change- that range from fine 

tuning to fundamental large-scale change- not even the larger ones imply a complete 

change. According to organizational change theory, “if fundamental-or even significant- 

change is to occur with any success, some characteristic(s) of the organizations must not 

change” (Goodstein & Burke, 1994, p.474). People need an anchor to hold on to if they 

are to deal with the chaos a complex change represents. With that in mind, this research 

will describe the dynamics of the change not only in terms of what changed but also what 

stayed the same. 

Another important aspect of Organizational Change is the intergroup relationships 

and problems, especially if we are talking about coordination work between different 

areas and newsrooms in a same company. As Schein states (1994, p.140), “the overall 

problem is how to establish collaborative intergroup relations in those situations where 

task interdependence or the need for unity makes collaboration a necessary prerequisite 

for organizational effectiveness” [italics in the original].  

According to Kilmann (1994) The stages of Planned Change are: initiating the 

program, diagnosing the problems, scheduling the tracks, implementing the tracks and 

evaluating the results. All these five are in a circular sequence. However, in a more 

journalistic approach, Giles (1991, p.372), defines a three-wave change process for 

newsrooms. These 3 waves are: “(1) identifying and defining the problem, (2) building 

coalitions, and (3) mobilizing resources and individuals to put an idea into effect”.  

The third wave has to do with creating a team and giving it the necessary 

resources for the assignment. It is important to emphasize that the change processes 
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involve all three waves and not just the third one. When describing the Voyager Project, 

Boczkowski (2005) emphasized the importance of the second wave were connections 

between newsroom and outside departments, such as the technical support area, were a 

critical factor in the success of implementing changes in the newsroom. It is interesting to 

note that Giles’ work does not mention the circular component, but he uses the figure of 

the waves, as if change in the newsroom is not recycled.  

 

Using these two theoretical frameworks this paper will understand technology as 

an ongoing process where there is no dominant shaping form but where agents need to be 

taken into account. Technology is at once socially shaped and society shaping (Misa, 

1998) and that is why this study focuses on the shaping processes and not on the final 

products. Organizational Transformations framework emphasizes that change goes 

throughout the entire economic system and affects all business processes; an evolving 

business environment, such as an online newspaper, “must be able to reprogram itself, in 

skills, knowledge, and thinking according to changing tasks” (Castells, 2001, p.90). 

Using the Organizational Transformations theoretical framework this study will 

understand the online technological change as a Planned Change and will seek to define 

the stages of change in the company as well as the processes followed during these 

stages.   
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Conceptual background 

• Online technology, technology, technical and technological online changes 

are used interchangeably and will refer basically to physical artifacts and 

software related to the use of the Internet and Web protocol.  

• Online product refers to the online newspaper and the operation that goes 

with it: the workflow, the work routines and processes, the work chart.   

• The newsroom refers to TV and print staff. It can also be used to refer to the 

News Center, the building where this staff work altogether.  

• The online operation or online component refers to Mediaphormedia LLC 

what was formerly World Online. This operation is divided into basically 

two functions: one that deals with the Web content and the other that is in 

charge of software development.    

• Business model will be understood as Timmers (1998) and Picard’s (2002) 

define it, an architecture for the product, service and information flows. A 

business model must be able to answer questions such as what does the 

company do and for whom, what are their products and how are they 

different from the competition, how do they produce revenues and where do 

these come from.  It is important not to confuse the business model with the 

strategy of the business. The strategy deals more with how to make money, 

to meet their goals, while the model explains how does the business operate, 

it is more fundamental.   
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 CHAPTER 3: LITERATURE REVIEW  
 

 

It is undeniable that, even without assuming a technological determinism 

approach, Internet has been a driving force in the formation of new rules and the 

redefinition of old ones regarding ways of production, management and even economic 

calculation (Castells, 2001; Ebo, 1998; Dibean & Garrison, 2000). The Internet is one of 

the most significant changes (some say the most) in world communication and it 

challenges the way we inform and the way audiences get information, this is, it 

challenges the way media do business (Salwen, Garrison & Driscoll, 2005; Boczkowski , 

2005; Pavlik, 2001, Patiño, 2006).   

The focus of previous studies on online media has been basically on media 

audiences and their use of these new forms (Dibean & Garrison, 2005; Negroponte 1995; 

Bowman & Willis, 2003;) or the study of journalists and the ways in which their roles 

and jobs are changing (Singer, 1998; Singer 2006; Russial, 2000; Zavoina and Reichert, 

2000, Gillmor, 2004). However, very little research has described the process media 

companies followed to get to the place they are now and even less has focused on the 

organizational and structural implications of new media. Consequences of Internet in 

business tend to focus on convergence and its effect on the conglomeration of media and 

the corporative shift of business (Kovach and Rosenstiel’s, 2001). Changes in the 

company’s environment such as technological changes, lead to changes in the factors that 
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support the business models however, research in this area with media companies is 

minimal.  

 

Organizational change in the digital world 

In his study of Organization Innovativeness, Normann (1971) classified 

innovations in two types: variations and reorientations. Following the same idea, Tascón 

(2006) used two concepts in evolution theory to explain the different paths innovation has 

followed in online operations: anagenesis and cladogenesis. Anagenesis relates to 

variations and implies a gradual change from a previous condition to a current one. The 

result can be a completely different species that evolved from an ancestral one. 

Cladogenesis, closer to reorientation, implies a split into two or more different species. 

Those divergent branches came from one ancestral one but now compete in nature and 

probably will not get together again. The final product will depend on the process 

followed by the species and to understand the similarities and differences, the process is 

fundamental. It is the same with the emergence of online media. Some companies created 

unified newsrooms for all their products and some maintain separate operations. There is 

not a right or wrong approach to the organizational structure of an online newsroom. It is 

not the intention of this work to judge the LJWorld.com change and adaptation as good or 

bad; this research intends to explain how the LJWorld.com organization and structure 

appropriated the online change and why.  

In her book about succeeding in the digital world, Kanter (2001) affirms that to 

master this new environment, organizations in general must evolve into a new way of 
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doing business, a new style of human relationships. According to her, the Web “provokes 

a shift toward more collaborative work relationships, ones that resemble open, inclusive 

communities, more than they resemble secretive, hierarchical, administrative 

bureaucracies” (Kanter, 2001, p.16). This shift from a hierarchical to a heterarchical 

institution has also been mentioned by other authors (Boczkowski, 2005; Pavlik, 2005 

and 1998). This case study anticipates finding the same thing, with more horizontal and 

collaborative work relationships in the online newsroom.   

For Kanter, the transformation of a company is a human problem, not a 

technological one. As other researchers state a company does not change just because it 

creates a Web site, technology enables change but doesn’t guarantee it. Companies that 

want to succeed in the digital world must go through organizational change. This, as 

defined by Kamer (2001, p.72), involves: “rethinking the model for how to organize the 

work for the whole organization. It requires challenging traditional assumptions about 

relationships with customers, internal and external, decision making, operating style, 

managerial behavior, employee motivation and retention – and then defining a new way”. 

The problem with newspaper companies is that they were born as print companies and 

therefore, it is common for them to just copy structures and routines they are familiar 

since they are already present in their history and tradition. This copy from the print 

newsroom relates to the kind of information practice Boczkowski (2005) identifies as 

“repurposing of content” in which newspapers would take information generated 

originally for their print product and copy it unchanged into their Website. Newspapers 

that appropriate the online capabilities are those who could move out of this practice. 
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This study expects practices and routines copied from the print newsrooms in the first 

stages of the adaptation. 

 

Media innovation culture and the path to change 

Innovation in organizations, and especially in media, is going on all the time 

(Giles, 1991; Rogers, 1983). Nevertheless, simply introducing a new technology does not 

necessarily enhances performance; the change has to spread, as have been said before, 

and has to permeate through the different organization structures (Pavlik, 2001). Changes 

should be reflected in work routines, news contents and workflow. Innovation, in general, 

is a complex process that should “be considered in the context of the organization-

environment relationship” (Normann, 1971).  

Media have showed a culture of innovation that follows key players and moves 

reactively instead of proactively however, contrary to what one may think, this reactive 

culture has led to substantial changes in print papers (Boczkowski, 2005). According to 

Boczkowski (2005) innovations follow different paths that result from permutations of 

three factors: the relationship with the newsroom, the definition of the editorial function 

and the representation of the public. This triangulation along with the management 

practices fostered by new technologies, are part of the reinvention process that shape new 

media. This paper places especial attention to these four factors since they are the ones 

that shape the change in newsrooms. 
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Online media transition 

In his 2005 book Digitizing the News, Boczkowski states that previous study on 

the online media transitions has overlooked two important topics. One has to do with the 

way previous studies view transformation, tending to emphasize the ‘revolutionary’ 

aspect of online technologies and not so much on the ‘evolutionary’ aspect. The second is 

a predominance of research on the effects of technological change rather than the process 

generating them. For Boczkowski (2005) this focus on revolutionary effects is limited 

and limiting in the sense that undermines the fact that these effects derive from the way 

actors use the technology’s properties and not from how technology fits anticipated social 

needs. This means that the effects of technological changes have been more important in 

research than the processes these changes followed. However, to describe the final 

product only and not its rearrangement processes represents a limitation that would not 

allow for prediction of unforeseen consequences.  

Another characteristic of studies in this field is that very little research has been 

conducted on the organizational and structural implications of online media. 

Boczkowski’s Digitizing the News and Pavlik’s Journalism and the New Media, both 

published in 2005, are two good examples of work that touches on that topic. The 

advantage of Boczkowski’s over Pavlik’s work for this study is that it documents the 

process of change in three online projects. While Pavlik mentions that newsrooms models 

include an integrated online operation or a collaborative one, Boczkowski describes how 

and why the projects chose one model or the other.  Both authors list the aspects of 

newsroom work and management media companies had to figure out to adapt to be an 

online newsroom.  
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Online technology challenges the way journalism is practiced but they also 

challenge the entire news industry. Media are evolving from a traditional hierarchical 

print newsrooms where decisions follow a strong chain of command, to online 

newsrooms that “tend to be increasingly decentralized and flexible” (Pavlik, 2005, p.99). 

It has been well established that innovation is not static, and that reinvention is a crucial 

concept in any study that deals with how innovations are spread. As defined by Rogers in 

his Diffusion of Innovations theory, reinvention is “the degree to which an innovation is 

modified as it is adopted and implemented” (Rogers, 1983, p.150) This definition sets 

very clearly that innovations need to go through processes. Researchers agree that the 

transition to online news has not been simple and the difficulties included not using all of 

the Web’s potential, copying print routines and not reinventing themselves on the Web 

(Boczkowski, 2005; Dibean & Garrison, 2005) 

The processes and changes studied by Pavlik (2005 and 1998) and Boczkowski 

(2005) in a more detailed way refer to what Picard (2000) and Timmers (1998) refer to as 

business models, this is the architecture of the product, the foundations of how the 

business operates, what does the company do, how and for whom.  

The transformations and reinventions new media had to go through according to 

existing research (Boczkoski, 2005; Pavlik, 2005; Pavlik, 1998) dealt with adapting a 

generalized, physically, place temporally and media bound entity into a customized and 

physically, place, temporally and media unbound entity. In summary, media companies 

had to turn a generally static entity into a dynamic one. These kinds of changes had to do 

with the move from a hierarchical structure into a ‘heterarchical’ one (Boczkowski, 2005) 

with the necessary redefinition of roles implied in that; mostly unidirectional information 
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flows had to go multiple directions; audiences inscribed in the process also mutated from 

just consumers to producers with different degrees of technical knowledge; and finally, 

the relationship between print and online newsrooms also changed and adapted to what 

worked the best in the new environment where options ranged from an extensive 

articulation of alignment to a limited one. This study expects to find a constant 

redefinition of roles during process of appropriation of online technologies. These roles 

include the audience’s, the editors’ and other area’s managers that have to work closely 

with the online newsroom such as advertising and technical support.  

For example the Internet news cycle of 24/7 affects news routines and newsrooms 

structures since job positions and descriptions will need to adapt to the new time 

schedule. At Le Monde’s  print version, the newsroom staff meet once a day since they 

have a closing time and a daily deadline. On the other hand, Le Monde Interactif obeys a 

different set of rules in which there are constant meetings (hourly ones) and staff has to 

be on duty anytime (Patiño, 2006). Content developers and Web editors have experienced 

the changes in the nature of work such as “challenges to the very identities of the 

occupations and organizations that constitute the paper industry” (Boczkowski, 2005, 

p.187). It was one thing when they were print people and a very different one now. The 

time cycles, editing routines, job descriptions and meetings characteristics will be 

important aspects to look at in this case study. This study will expect to find that the set 

of rules were very similar to the print ones in the early stages of the change and 

developed to be entirely different.  

Another important process is that concerning the “articulation work” and “the 

cross-boundary coordination of production mentioned by Boczkowski (2005, p.130). The 
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projects described by him posed different coordination challenges for the newsroom. For 

the Cyber Times [New York Times Web’s Technology Section], the key was the 

coordination between the Cyber Times desk and its counterparts in the print paper, 

whereas for Virtual Voyager [HoustonChronicle.com project], creating multimedia 

packages posed coordination challenges across different boundaries: editorial, design, 

systems, and marketing and advertisement (Boczkowski, 2005). In their work about the 

evolving workflow of visual journalists, Zavoina and Reichert, Tom (2000). Found out 

that when coordinating visual news coverage, the anomaly was a hand-in-hand work 

between the online and the hard copy counterpart. The majority of newsrooms, had an 

online publication with virtually no communication or coordinated coverage strategy. 

This study expects to find that the LJWorld.com followed the anomaly model for their 

whole online operation and it seeks to describe in depth the changes, decisions and 

processes behind that choice of coordinate style. 

This research defines which where the areas and routines that posed more 

challenges in terms of articulation work. Given the technological innovative culture the 

LJWorld.com takes pride in having, this research would expect that there was more 

articulation work needed with the online team.  

The importance of research focused on online newsrooms may be put into 

question given the fact that many newsrooms are currently more interested in 

convergence journalism and online newspapers seem to be an old change. However, most 

convergence efforts in media today are via online technology. Convergence, for the 

purposes of this paper is the process of creating synergies between different media 

platforms and outlets. By synergy is understood “a mutually advantageous conjunction or 
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compatibility of distinct business participants or elements (as resources or efforts)” 

(Merriam Webster Dictionary on-line). As defined by Dailey, Demo and Spillman, 

convergence is “a series of behavior-based activities illustrating the interaction and 

cooperation stages of staff members at newspapers, television stations, and Web 

organizations with news partnerships.” (2005, p.150), Therefore, to describe the 

appropriation of online technologies by a media company would help the convergence 

interest of the industry by illustrating the interaction, articulation and cooperation work 

and processes undergone by the LJWorld.com to become a successful online newspaper 

in the context of a converged operation. 

It is this research’s intention to provide more information to expand the body of 

knowledge about media companies’ organizational change as triggered or challenged by 

online products so as to contribute to a certain degree of prediction for future and 

ongoing ventures in this field. 

There is not one unique way to redefine media companies to adapt to Internet but 

several, depending on different factors. Technology and its developments shape the way 

we work and live, our routines and processes (Dibean and Garrison, 2005). In journalism, 

the way we produce, gather and disseminate news is affected as well as media companies 

structures and organizational practices. But as organizational change theory states, even 

in the biggest change there are elements that stay. New media and innovations in general 

do not invent a whole different set of rules but instead they remediate and merge existing 

infrastructures and procedures. As stated by Bolter & Grusin (2000, p.270) when talking 

about remediation, “what is in fact new is the particular way in which each innovation 
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rearranges and reconstitutes the meaning of earlier elements”. An emphasis on the 

process helps document the different stages and challenges of that rearrangement.  

Given all this, this research focuses on the least covered aspects in the previous 

literature in online technologies in media companies: transformation processes in 

structural and organizational aspects. 

This research describes the processes followed by the LJWorld.com to create a 

new online medium, with special emphasis in those processes associated with 

adaptations, variations, transformations in the components of their business model.  It is 

hoped that this study can contribute to the discussion of convergence in newsrooms and 

media companies and provide some more insight about construction of media products, 

use of new media by media companies and the role of technology, organizational culture 

and audiences in that.  

 

Research Question 

What were the transformations related to the use of online technology at the 

LJWorld.com and the World Company’s converged newsroom operation, especially 

those related to organizational and structural aspects? How did the company evolve? 

This research not only identifies the changes but also describes the processes and 

context in which these changes were embedded and the actors involved in them. Being a 

case study, the study covers several aspects such as: newsroom structure and organization 

(which include staffing and management practices as well as job descriptions and work 

charts); information workflows and work routines (such as work cycles and editing 
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practices), space boundaries (display of offices and desks); relationship and interaction 

between the Web team and the newsroom with an emphasis on the print team; vision of 

the audience and the product itself. 

Following Boczkowski findings (2005) this study expects to follow the changes 

through three phases or kinds of information practices: repurposing of content, 

recombination of practices and creation of original content. Boczkowski (2005) argues 

that American dailies’ culture of innovation in their Web efforts was similar to that on 

their pre-Web endeavors. This culture was “marked by reactive, defensive and pragmatic 

traits” (p.51). Did the World Company face the change reactively or proactively? Did 

their evolution follow the three phases of information found by Boczkowski?  

In an article about the LJWorld.com, Gentry (2003) lists some of their “routine 

converged practices”, which included: Reporters for different platforms with the same 

beat would sit adjacent to one another. TV reporters write stories for print, print reporters 

have learned how to edit and produce stories for television. Editors have daily meetings 

to plan convergence activities, share stories and ideas, and determine assignments. Print 

staffers routinely provide additional content for online presentation, etc.  

This study pays particular attention to the processes that shaped some of these 

practices that have to do with space organization, workflows and routines.  

The small amount of previous research in this study’s area of interest (processes 

and organizational transformations) doesn’t allow more speculations on the remediation 

process of workflows, staffing practices, changes in organization charts and several other 

topics related to the organizational part of the company. It that sense, this is an 

exploratory study.  
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CHAPTER 4: METHODS 
 

 

This study focuses on the organizational and structure transformations related to 

the use of online technology at the LJWorld.com. Using the case study approach, this 

research not only identifies the changes but also describes the processes and context in 

which these changes were embedded and the actors involved in them.  

According to Yin, “research on business firms has frequently assumed the form of 

a case study” (2003b, p.82). Case studies are conducted when a researcher needs to 

understand or explain a phenomenon within its real-life context (Wimmer & Dominick, 

2000; Yin, 1994). They are particularistic since they focus on a particular situation and 

their final products is a detailed description of the topic under study; Its goals are not so 

much verifying hypotheses but new interpretations, new perspectives, fresh insights and 

the discovery of new relationships (Merriam, 1988 as cited by Wimmer and Dominick, 

2000). Case studies answer questions related to how and why and allow the researcher to 

obtain a great deal of information about a specific topic. Being a case study, the 

problems, challenges and solutions reported about the LJWorld.com may not be the same 

as for other media, but they may be general enough to highlight the importance of 

rethinking and redefining a media company’s rules to adapt to innovations and how are 

work routines in the media and news production affected when a medium decides to 

make the transition to a new technological platform.  The experience of the LJWorld.com 

and the newsroom during that process of changes and  remediation, may provide some 
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help and lessons for other media companies to transform the potential of technology into 

successful business enterprises and successful media routines.  

This kind of qualitative research is not amenable to generalization (Wimmer & 

Dominick, 2000). However, it is not the objective of this research to make generalizations 

or statistical statements about the topic. The same author also calls attention to the fact 

that the result from a case study could be a sloppy research. In order to avoid the sloppy 

research risk, it must be bared in mind that “using multiple sources strengthens case 

studies” (Yin, 2003b, p.83). Therefore, this case study has three sources of data 

collection: In-depth interviews, field observation and documents. This process is called 

triangulation, and its objective, as stated by Yin (2003b), is to try to minimize “the quirks 

deriving from any single source, such as an accurate interviewee or a biased document” 

(p.83).  

By conducting semi-structured interviews the research described how management 

teams (both from print and online) view the online transition process and how it affected 

the structure and workflow in the organizations. Interviews with top management allowed 

us to know what were the most important factors in the transition and how was the 

business model reshaped and defined. Field observation, allowed a better description of 

the organization’s meetings and interaction by comparing the perception with the reality. 

Finally documents help identify past practices and thoughts as well as current ones. All of 

these, in the end, contributed to identify the aspects in the daily work that need to be 

taken care of when a print medium business goes online.  
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The instruments 

Documents 
Documents refer to any kind of written communication regarding the topics of the 

research questions. These communications may be from management to staff, between 

staff members, from reporter to editor, from management to online team. Special 

emphasis was placed on documents from the initial stage for those are most likely to 

contain the original vision of the concept of the product and where the concerns and 

problems when embracing online technology. Documents also allow describing the 

company’s profile and goals as well as structural organization. They help identify past 

practices and thoughts. Documents included job descriptions, work agendas, an 

organizational chart, a business plan for a new product and a performance evaluation 

form. Documents were provided by the COO, the Advertising Director and the J-W 

managing editor.  

 

Semi-structured in-depth interviews 
Eighteen interviews were conducted with different levels of employees including 

members of the top management team (directors, managers), middle and lower level 

managers (editors, copy editors) and employees such as reporters and members of the 

Web team. Interviews also included people from the advertising and marketing 

department. The interviews with the top management were designed to get information 

from the people who have a direct influence on the way the business model and structure 

of the company is defined, the way the business works, how this technological innovation 

affected them and how the process was carried out. The employees such as reporters and 
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Web producers were asked about how the change affected their workflow and to describe 

the way their newsroom works now as well as their opinion on how the process took 

place. Middle management staff is the nexus between what the top management decides 

and how the regular employees apply it and are responsible most of the time for 

executing the change process. Interviews ranged from 30 to 60 minutes.  

In-depth, intensive or focused interviews are used because of the great detail and 

information they provide. Interviews are performed to clarify meanings, distinguish the 

different decisive elements that form an opinion (Lazarsfeld, 1944). Interviews can reveal 

the elements behind the decisions taken by the company to reshape their business model 

and restructure the way work was done in the newsroom. They may actually garner 

potentially more accurate response on sensitive issues (Wimmer and Dominick, 2000) 

such as the company’s challenges and difficulties in the process of transformation. In-

depth interviews are also suitable for uncovering how a group understands a problem and 

what they believe about certain topic (Iorio, 2004).  

The reason why it was important to interview people with possible different 

perspectives is important because “an organization is composed of a number of 

‘stakeholders’, such as workers, stockholders, suppliers, and consumers” (Pilotta et al, 

1988, p. 10) that have different interests and it is fundamental to understand how those 

interests “get articulated and represented in decisions that are made” (Pilotta et al, 1988, 

p.10). For this case, we will not consider customers since are limiting our study to the 

production aspect. 
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The interviews tried to get information behind the why, when and how of the decisions 

made and the process of change in the company as well as the reinventions needed, 

focusing on organizational and structure transformations and adaptations. Interviews can 

help get at particular issues and hidden feelings or believes (Berger, 1998), however, 

when dealing with processes and changes sometimes it is difficult to express them in 

words and articulate a complete answer. This is why the responses from the interviews 

were be contrasted with the next method.  

There were four main topics for the interview and the questions asked depended 

on the role the interviewee played in the transformation. These four topics were: The 

company and the innovation culture, the innovation in the newsroom, organizational and 

structural changes, and coordination work. A fifth topic, how was evaluation conducted, 

was only asked to upper management. The study also tries to establish a chronology with 

the most important events that took place during the adaptation and organizes changes 

and challenges in terms of stages or phases during the transformation. A list of the 

questions is listed as appendix 1.  

It is very important to emphasize that the questions this research asked did not 

endanger the livelihood of the subjects because they were not asked for anything 

proprietary to the company but only general practice knowledge. Before every interview, 

An email was sent to the interviewees with a copy of the consent form approved by the 

Institutional Review Board. The form and the email described the nature of the research 

and the topics they would be interviewed about. All interviewees, except for upper 

management, were promised confidentiality and were told they would be referred to in 
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general terms. Interviews were followed up by emails or phone calls when clarification 

was needed.  

 

Field Observation 
The researcher spent a week in the News Center in Lawrence, Kansas and 

attended the three daily newsroom meetings at 9:45, 10:15 and 3pm in different days as 

well as the features weekly meeting and the special projects team meeting. The researcher 

also observed an interns’ training session.  

The idea of performing field observation was to verify some of the answers 

gathered in the interviews and to look for other components and details in the 

organizational structure and workflow processes. However, in order to successfully 

triangulate data, it is fundamental “to ask the same question of different sources of 

evidence” (Yin, 2003b, p.83). After the interview we cannot “accept without some 

probing the reasons persons offer as ‘explanations’ of their behavior (…) what 

respondents tell interviewers about themselves does not always accord with their 

behavior in circumstances they cannot fully anticipate” (Lang & Lang, 1991, p.50).  

This study used the term field observation instead of participant observation since 

the researcher was more on the observer side of the spectrum. Since events were 

observed in a well-defined setting such as newsrooms, ‘multiple observation’ was used, 

this means, among other things, standardized observations where the observer does not 

intrude at all. (Lang & Lang, 1991). The observation was revealed and people in the 

meetings were informed of the researcher’s presence and purpose there.  
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Field observation gives access to events and data otherwise inaccessible and 

reality is perceived from within (Yin, 1994) and provide data rich in detail and subtlety 

(Wimmer & Dominick, 2000).  While interviews will give more historic background and 

rationale for the decisions, observation will tell us how those decisions are actually 

reflected on everyday practices in the company, especially in the newsroom. Observation 

was done on processes but also on people and the way they do their work and the 

components in that. Notes were taken during the meetings and no audio was recorded. 
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CHAPTER 5: FINDINGS 
 

 

 “Damn it, we are going to do it!” 

The goal was set clearly by the ownership and the upper management: the news 

operation was going to converge. However, what that meant and how that was going to 

happen was not that clear to the management, editors or reporters. 6News and the J-W 

were going to operate as a converged operation. There is also consensus on the fact that 

there had not been a plan behind the change, that it was not a well-planned or organized 

process. An editor’s opinion of “as is usually true at the World Company, I would say 

there was an expectation that this was GOING to happen more than a real effort at 

planning HOW it was going to happen” is corroborated with other phrases such as “we 

were really flying a little bit blind” (manager), and “it was really not well planned” 

(editor).  

Despite the lack of a plan to follow, the World Company has succeeded at creating a 

converged news gathering operation with a very strong online component in Lawrence, 

Kansas. During the interview process a common idea was that it was the vision of the 

Simons family and Ralph Gage, the Chief Operating Officer (COO) and spokesperson for 

the family, what drove the change: “I remember one meeting in particular and everyone 

was standing around, like, [in the] command center and he [Gage] basically said, ‘I don’t 

think we’re converging enough and damn it! we’re going to do it!’” (Reporter). 
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The process was not easy and it involved changes and adaptations in several 

different aspects of the company: hiring practices, annual review forms, competitive 

vision between the different outlets, management styles and practices, communication 

between areas, especially online and newsroom, and many more. As the COO of The 

World Company affirms: 

“We had to reinvent ourselves in order to compete with them (media in 
Kansas City and Topeka) and to serve the community and we didn’t get it 
done perfectly and it is still a work in progress. Six years later and we are 
finding new ways and better ways to cooperate and more efficient ways to 
use all our assets”.  
 

This chapter describes each of the most important obstacles the company faced 

and had to overcome to become a successful convergence operation as narrated by the 

people involved in the change, described in company documents and observed by the 

researcher. 

 

The Early Stage: Moving Desks and Changing Mindsets 

The goal was to be a converged, more collaborative news environment, as 

expressed by the COO: “to use all our resources-- personnel, infrastructure, media-- to 

provide information to the community in a timely manner without regard to platform.” 

However, in the early stages of the transformation the online platform was not a priority 

and the efforts focused on getting print ant TV to work together. In order for that to 

happen it was necessary to eliminate the competitive mindset that the company had 

reinforced for over 25 years by making 6News J-W’s competition and vice versa. Several 

interviewees suggested this. A former TV reporter remembers the daily competition: “I 
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mean we were always owned by the World Company, both the newspaper and the TV 

station. But I was here when we really considered the newspaper competition. And we’d 

try and scoop them, and they us on a daily basis.” A copy editor mentions the lack of 

cooperation: “Oh yeah, it took a whole new thought process. They…TV used to be our 

competition we tried to beat them at stories, we would never share stories.” And a print 

reporter emphasizes the fact that the news staff did not know each other: “We were 

supposed to be working with these people that we didn’t even know and we met them 

maybe, but, you know, I came to work and I didn’t talk to people across the street very 

often.”  

According to the COO, the company had run out of space for the print and cable 

news operation and the decision to converge had already been taken. The old Lawrence 

Post Office building was available, so the company acquired it and remodeled it to 

accommodate the news team. The new building was named the News Center and it was 

designed to house the news gathering operations of the Journal-World (J-W), 6News and 

World Online. The journalistic teams are on the first and second floor: J-W and 6News 

had the first floor. Features and sports sit on the second floor. The World Online 

functions in the basement but the day-time Web producer sits on the first floor to 

coordinate online coverage with the newsroom.  

The design of the News Center included two major features: a convergence desk 

in the middle of the newsroom, also called by some ‘the command center’, where 

managing editors from the different outlets could sit and work together and with 

reporters; and a very particular way of distributing reporters’ desks thought to address the 

communication problems mentioned before. Reporters were organized by beats instead of 
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by outlets. This meant that the police beat TV reporter’s desk was next to the police beat 

print reporter’s desk. The COO explains that this was done to promote coordination: 

We did that deliberately in order to facilitate cooperation and to make it 
difficult for the reporting staff to hide sources or hide stories from one 
another because we wanted to instill a mindset that we are all on the same 
team now and our job is to inform the community not to compete print 
versus TV. 

 

In order to prepare people for that transition the COO got together with the 

managers of the news operations and designed a plan to cross train the staffs and spread 

the new philosophy of operating together rather than competing with one another.” That 

is how the Convergence Groups (CGs) started as a way to instruct staff on what the other 

side did:  

In 2001 we forced the change. Mandatory -- that’s better than forced. We 
made it mandatory that we all learned what the other side does. (…) And it 
killed both sides to emphasize what the other side did, they’re like, TV 
people are going ‘well how the hell can I drag it out that long, this is silly 
to make it this long’ and the newspaper people are going, ‘there’s no way 
to make it short, you can’t make it short.’ (Dan Simons. President of 
Electronic Division) 
 
The idea was ‘we’re gonna get to know each other and learn as much as 
about each other as we possibly can before we move into this building’ 
(…) moving day comes, takes a day and a half, everybody moves in and 
now you’re converged whether you like it or not’. (Former marketing 
manager, part of the convergence groups committee) 
 
These CGs were small groups of people from the different areas in the company 

and met for 3 to 4 days where they were shown the different aspects of the business. The 

owners were there at the beginning of every CG and their presence and the opening 

remarks they gave emphasized what the COO considers to be the key in this 

transformation: “it was this reassurance from the owners, constantly that this was a 
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change that they embraced that really made it possible. If there had been any indication 

that they were not behind it, nothing I could have done would have made it work.” 

Although the journalistic aspect was important, since TV and print would be 

working together, it was not the only thing the participants were exposed to. Two of the 

CG agendas are attached to this document as appendices 2 and 3, but as a general 

overview, these were the activities and topics covered:  

- Writing a letter to the editor and a classified ad, reviewing the LJWorld.com 

and Lawrence.com Websites, watching 6News broadcasts and reading copies 

of the weekly newspapers, laying out a page for the newspaper.  

- Hands-on experience such as tagging along with cable technicians as they go 

on installations, helping a carrier with their route, sitting with a customer 

service representative, following an advertisement through the process, sitting 

on editing and planning meetings, working with a crew setting up the press. 

- Information on the first amendment and the role of the editorial page, how the 

Web works, how accounting works (paying the bills, invoicing, etc). 

- On the second document (appendix 3) the word “convergence” is added, 

emphasizing finding convergence opportunities, observing converged 

meetings, comparing 6News and Journal-World budget meetings as well as 

watching the Web production with the crew.  

As for the results of these CGs, it is generally admitted that they were a good first 

step into learning one another’s functions. How big that step was depends on who is 

asked. For upper management, the groups were an opportunity to talk and put people 

together and were successful because nobody left and “people figured out a little bit 
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about themselves” (COO). A former multimedia managing editor supports this view and 

considers the CGs “the best thing we did pre-News Center” as it “allowed members to 

plan stories that would capitalize on other people’s strengths.”  

However for others, the CGs were just a step and people did not do real efforts to 

converge at that point:  

  
Well, it worked in that it’s a step. It’s not like I learned how to do their job 
in one day. And they didn’t learn to do my job in one day. But the fact of 
the matter is we’re all in the same business, we all basically do the same 
stuff. The details are different. (Reporter). 
 
We were still sort of competing but management is telling us we need to 
do this so we’re going to do it. Just to make them happy. But we’re really 
not going to make an effort to actually try to converge until we’re in the 
same building. (TV manager). 
 
“I still have the polo shirt, in fact. Oh, it's a joke one of the other people 
who were there and I have. We went through this week of training and 
were given these knit polos. Which at first seemed to be the sum total of 
what we got out of the conferences. Over time, though, the mentality 
helped. It's amazing how much easier convergence became when we were 
all in the News Center together.” (Web producer)  
 
Along with the CGs, there were other efforts being made. The multi-media 

managing editor at the time mentions holding converged meetings as one of these efforts: 

“Several months before we moved into the News Center, editors from online, 6News and 

Journal-World started holding daily budget meetings together.” Reporters were also 

asked to start doing convergence job and print reporters were asked to write three 

headlines and read them for the TV newscast. But the competitive approach was still 

there. A former reporter remembers being instructed by his editor not to give “them” [TV 

broadcast] our three best stories’ “because we didn’t want them to scoop us.” 
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Efforts to show what convergence was going to be like involved staff members 

but also managers. The idea was to experiment and instruct some specific reporters to do 

cross-platform stories or reports. Print staff members that did not have a TV counterpart 

were assigned to do convergence and multimedia work even before the CGs. Upper 

management, editors and reporters describe these efforts: 

At the time that we were going through this convergence groups for the 
staff members I was meeting at least weekly and usually daily with the 
managers so that we were already practicing convergence before we 
moved into the newscenter. And we were doing assignments and we were 
doing projects and we were experimenting and trying so we would get 
used to how we would operate when we brought everybody together. 
(COO) 
 
Yeah, we were doing convergence before we moved into this building. I 
was doing a twice-a-week business report on their TV, so I would write a 
story for the newspaper and then I would go across the street in the studio 
and sit up there on their news and they’d say, Mark Fagan’s here with the 
business report, and say, ‘thanks Janet’. And then I’d do a version of my 
print story for TV. We’d have video and stuff. (…)It was a directive. It 
was something, they were like, we’re doing this. And I said, okay, let’s do 
it. (Former business reporter). 
 
When I got recruited to come here, I was dealing with Dan Simons who is 
one of the owners. And he was always talking about ‘we need to do more 
multimedia’. (…) they were still messing around with the mechanics of 
multimedia. But he was pretty adamant that that was going to be a major 
change. And so we started doing that on the entertainment side for months, 
possibly a year, before the rest of the paper did. So when there was the 
mandate from the general manager Ralph Gage, that you know this is the 
way we’re going, we were already doing that stuff. (Features editor) 
 

The multimedia and cross-platform efforts started at different times for different 

people, but before moving into the News Center these were more projects assigned to 

specific reporters or editors and not a whole newsroom effort. Moving into the News 

Center is what most people identify as the moment when they thought that the change 
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would indeed happen. An editor that was involved in the CGs admits that being together 

helped the transition: “And so there was a little bit of a curriculum [in the Convergence 

Groups], if you will. But I’ve always felt that convergence happened organically when 

we were all sort of thrown together, you know, in this building.”  

After the more theoretical approach to convergence provided by CGs and the 

small scale convergence efforts performed by some reporters, convergence was put to the 

test when everybody moved to the News Center. But collaborative processes did not just 

spring from simply being in the same place as a former reporter, now managing editor for 

convergence, indicates: “Moving to the new building was important but it wasn’t that we 

automatically become buddies.”  

Being next to your print or TV counterpart made it obvious that 

management wanted you to start working together, but the competition mindset 

did not go away easily, as two reporters express:  

 I think there were times when TV reporters would hide a story still from a 
print reporter and vice versa, when there is that ‘I don’t want them to 
break that story on the news tonight, I want it to be in print tomorrow, I 
want it to be my story.’ 

 
I think when we moved over here that was a pretty big thing, where I was 
sitting next to the KU reporter for the TV station and you know we 
couldn’t help but work together. And sometimes that was frustrating 
because she’d be trying to set something up that I was going to set up or, 
and maybe I was going to do that story next week but she wanted to do it 
today. 
 
For other interviewees, the biggest problem was not competition as much as the 

cultural differences in the different mediums. These included the fact that TV people 

need to be in a specific place to tell the story while print people can sit down at their 
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desks calling people and still get the story; that print people work more quietly than TV 

people; and finally, that time is managed differently in both mediums:  

It wasn’t really a whole lot of competition, but there really was a 
difference in cultures. I mean, the TV people were used to bang bang bang, 
everything happening right away. The newspaper people were more used 
to, hey, look, my deadline is six hours away. I can write my story until 
later in the evening. There wasn’t this big rush because the paper’s 
deadline wasn’t until midnight. (Reporter). 
 
One funny little thing was when we first put them all in the same room. 
One of our again older print guys, he’s been with us 53 years, also in the 
sports side, and at that time he was probably in his 70s. He leans over the 
railing and yells at the TV side, he goes ‘would you TV people shut up?!’ 
And it shows just a culture clash. TV people tend to be talkers and yellers 
and ‘what do we have on this? Grab the video on here!’, and you know 
lots of big conversations. Reporters quietly think and type and write, or 
listen to interview notes on headphones, and they go about their work in a 
quiet way. And so when we mixed these two worlds, there actually was a 
little bit of a culture clash. (Owner). 

 
The cultural clash was not only hard for reporters but also for managers, which is 

discussed in more detail when talking about the middle-managers approach to change. 

When reporters were “thrown in together”, the lack of knowledge of each medium basic 

practices was obvious. A convergence training committee was formed to try to ease the 

transition for people who already worked there and for new hires. Two members of that 

committee recollect the objective of the group:  

It was representatives from different media, mostly just from TV and 
print. And we had several meetings and talked about the things that they 
wanted to know about what we were doing and what we wanted to know 
about what they were doing and we put together a little notebook.  
 
The idea was to compile a notebook that included such basic knowledge. 
TV reporters could learn things as basic as how to spell-check a story. 
Print reporters could see a diagram of how the TV editing equipment 
works. Everybody could see what might be appropriate for posting on the 
Websites, etc. In truth, the notebooks didn't last long. While the idea was 
to give reporters something they could use -- and take with them, 
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considering that TV reporters were on PCs, print reporters were on Macs 
and TV edit bays were something else entirely -- people soon found that 
they quickly learned enough to get by. We moved past the basics pretty 
quickly.  

 
As they “moved past the basics”, the reporters also moved past the cultural 

differences and although nobody remembers when it happened, the times where one 

would hide the sources from one’s counterpart or schedule a meeting without letting 

anyone know, are considered long gone. Some people believe that the uncooperative 

practices were also due to not being used to being together and it was a matter of time to 

get used to the idea. Print reporters would still do their job without thinking about the TV 

possibilities and the TV director remembers how that changed just by reminding print 

staff of their presence:  

I spent a lot of time getting print folks into the mindset that we existed. 
(…) And I spent a lot of time in the old days going: “So you just got off 
the phone with the guy that saved the person’s life in the fire and they 
don’t know, they don’t know that we [TV newscast] are interested in 
them?” ‘Oh, no I didn’t think about that.’ And that doesn’t happen 
anymore. (TV director) 
 
Working together made it difficult for reporters to hide stories they were working 

on. TV knew what print was doing and vice versa. As one reporter says: “we couldn’t 

help it but work together”. The convergence training the news staff had before in the CGs 

came in handy after this realization, as it was now easier for reportes to identify how they 

could help one another. By exposing reporters to a different medium’s culture, awareness 

was created regarding what kind of difficulties the other person has to go through to get 

their story or package done. By putting them together, reporters came to the realization 

that given those differences, work would be easier if were done in a cooperative way and 
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not in a competitive way, as it was possible to benefit from each other’s knowledge and 

expertise. 

 I’m trained to do what I do, and as hard as it is for me to do a TV 
package, it was really hard for them to write a newspaper story. And I 
think we all came to the realization that if we share information, if we set a 
TV interview for somebody on the TV side, for instance, that’s some thing 
I could do. That’s easy. You know, I can give my TV colleague a call and 
say so and so is free at ten if you want to go interview them. Or just share 
background information on a story. (Reporter). 
 
It’s a lot easier to work together if you’re actually next to each other (…) 
E-mail is fine, phone calls are fine, all that stuff’s fine, but when you’re 
sitting there on the phone talking to somebody and you’re calling and they 
say, are you trying to get a hold of blah blah blah, well hey, I’ve got their 
mobile number. Here you go. There’s a lot of things you can do just by 
working together. And that really sped everything up. (Former reporter). 

 

In this first stage, the online site didn’t play a fundamental part. Awareness was 

created regarding their existence but the World Online was not the focus of the 

convergence efforts in the early adaptation to change. Challenges in this stage dealt 

mostly with adapting existing practices and processes to work with the new print/TV 

converged vision. 

Through the second stage of the change, convergence switched focus to online 

efforts, but before explaining that stage, challenges and adaptations needed in the first 

phase are described.  

 

Managers: power struggle and resistance to change 

 
 Reporters had understood the value of working together, but there was still a 

workload concern. As print and TV reporters were being encouraged by upper 
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management to work together and to do more cross platform stories, including the Web, 

that was for many a serious concern about the amount of time they needed to do what 

was being asked. Some middle managers’ practices did not support the transformation 

that the newsroom was going through. These managers were worried about their beats, 

but only for their particular outlet; they continued to encourage competitiveness and did 

not see value in convergence. Because managers assigned stories and resources, as well 

as filled in performance evaluations, their support of convergence was key to the 

transition. The fundamental role of managers in trying to implement convergence is 

explained by the TV director:  

I also think it’s important as managers that you clear as many hurdles as 
you can for people to be able to do as much as they can. Whether it’s 
technological or educating them, but I just think that’s really important 
that you, you’ve got to make it as easy [as possible]. I think a big part of 
my job is, as it relates to convergence, is making it as easy as I can for 
people to converge, for people to work together.  
 
But not every manager thought that way. As expressed by some of the 

interviewees, the attitude from middle managers hindered the practice of convergence for 

some reporters who where not sure doing convergence was going to help them with their 

print or TV editors. Although upper management expectations had been made clear, 

middle managers were not following the same route. A print reporter expresses the 

difficulties in trying to do multimedia coverage when managers and editors from the print 

and TV side did not work together: “If the TV 6News director, would come up to me and 

tell me “Hey can you write a story or something for tonight?” Well, you know, where 

does that fit into my deadline for my print guy, who’s going to start yelling at me at six 

o’clock if my stories aren’t done?”  
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Some of the managers’ reluctance to change came from a lack of understanding of 

what convergence was and what their role in that new scenario was. Managers were still 

more worried about their outlet and not the converged operation. A reporter, now an 

editor, remembers how her editor’s priority was still the newspaper and convergence was 

something that took time away from that:  

When I worked as a news side reporter, my boss, he was the city editor, he 
really wanted nothing to do with convergence. I mean he just didn’t get it, 
didn’t understand the value of it. I mean this is my perception. It’s not that 
he was anti, he just didn’t have time for it, you know. His job was to make 
sure the paper got filled every day. And that’s what he was worried about. 
 
Another former print reporter, who was assigned to do a TV report and went into 

multimedia quite early, suggests that although in the end it is The World Company who 

pays the bills, it was difficult to get managers into the ‘we are all one family’ mindset and 

not to be defensive about their budgets:  

I’ll just give you my example. I’m a print reporter and I’m on the Journal-
World payroll, I’m in the Journal-World budget, they pay my check. I 
mean, it all comes out of the World company, that’s fine. But you know 
how managers have budgets? This is it. When I’m doing stuff for TV, I’m 
not on his budget. The TV guy is basically getting work that’s being paid 
for by the Journal-World. Managers get pretty defensive about their 
money. If they’re spending money on somebody, they want that product. 
 
Middle managers and head of outlets were mostly concerned with their traditional 

job and were not willing to “sacrifice” a reporter’s time or efforts at the paper or the TV 

station for the sake of convergence. A former multimedia editor supports this view and 

mentions how mangers did not make the transition easier for reporters: “We actually 

were pretty successful in getting reporters to step up to the plate. It was more of a 

problem with managers giving them the freedom and time to try out new things.” Most 

reporters mention the fact that even though convergence was encouraged from the top, 
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there was not a real pressure to get them to do a specific number of “converged” stories. 

But for those who wanted to do converged stories and use multimedia, management 

practices were a problem.  

Beats that did not have a counterpart like print-only Features, made the transition 

to multimedia and TV work more easily. They started earlier and do not remember the 

internal conflict of the news beat being part of their work. A Feature’s editor provides a 

possible reason for that:  

I think the features thing bought in quickest because we were already 
doing it. The news bought in the least quick and there was a whole lot of 
internal conflict that because you know the TV people didn’t like the print 
editors telling them what to do because they’re TV people. And that’s just 
a little—those fights don’t seem to come up that much anymore like they 
did at first. Because at first, they came up all the time. And we kind of sat 
back and watched.  
 
From different perspectives, it is acknowledged that reporters did a better job at 

adapting to the change than middle managers. Another editor remembers from when he 

was a print reporter that reporters were trying to figure out things on their own: “We had 

Ralph all the way up here and the family saying, ‘go this way’. And then we had ten of 

these middle managers that didn’t really know what they were doing. A lot of us were 

individuals down at this bottom level trying to figure out and make our own way”. The 

TV Director corroborates this version: “I think the reporters did a good job [adapting to 

the change]. The managers— you know, for the middle managers it’s tough because 

we’re getting told ‘converge’ and we knew we were supposed to be converging but I 

don’t think anybody really had any idea exactly what that is.” 

The lack of direction and specific instructions in the early stage of the change and 

the attitude of middle managers affected the work that could had been done by reporters 
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but also by other managers. Although there was a person in the newsroom in charge of 

the multimedia efforts, in the first stages of the change this person’s authority or role was 

not respected entirely by other middle managers, in what is referred to as “a chain of 

command issue” or “office politic reasons” by the head of multimedia and the TV staff: 

My job was defined as being on the same management level as the 
heads of the three media, who all had their own jobs, staffs and 
agendas. They all knew they were supposed to be working on 
convergence, but when push came to shove, they would revert to the 
interests of their own medium. And since they still had control over 
their own staffs, it was difficult for me to counteract that. I, and the 
assistant who was helping me, found ourselves mostly cajoling and 
cheerleading because we couldn’t really order anyone to do anything. 
(Former multimedia managing editor). 
 
I kind of looked at it [the multimedia managing editor] as, “this person has 
been selected by upper management to do this job so it’s probably in my 
best interest to make sure that myself and my department is performing as 
they say.” Now I can’t say that past managers on the print side took that 
same approach through whatever office politics reasons. (TV Director)  

 

A reporter recalls that his editor would ask him not to share sources with his TV 

counterpart, in a clear contradictory position with the convergence mandate: “In fact, the 

newspaper managing editor at the time would usually order me not to share information 

with my TV colleagues because he wanted to save it for the newspaper.”  However, to 

have someone in charge of multimedia, even though that person felt that what they did 

was “mostly cajoling and cheerleading”, was a signal of an authority for reporters to go in 

case they had an idea that their editors would not support and therefore helped move the 

efforts forward, even at a slow pace. A former reporter remembers how his editor did not 

want to listen to his idea for a story that involved converged coverage and how having a 

person in charge of convergence helped:  
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But then I realized that we just moved into this new building to do 
convergence. So I walked into the person who has the job that I do now 
and said, I’d like to do this project. If I go, I’ll send you back online only 
stories, plus I’ll do the paper stories, plus I’ll take the video camera, 
maybe I can do something for 6News when I get back. It was because I 
wanted to tell the story. And he said, we’ll send you.  
  

Incentives 

 

The transformation had a rough start, with individual initiatives to do multimedia 

reports coming mostly from reporters, and with a management structure and mindset that 

not always supported these initiatives. On one hand, upper management and the new 

multimedia managing editor were trying to send the message that convergence was 

happening and that everyone should make efforts to converge, but on the other hand bad 

management made it difficult to set a rhythmic pace for the efforts to follow: “There was 

pressure to converge, but not real good direction on what or how to do it at that point”. 

(Print reporter). 

One of the ways upper management used to continue sending a strong 

convergence message was to give a round of raises to those who had understood that the 

work had changed. According to the COO, the salary increase was a reinforcement 

measure for those who had adapted to what the company was trying to do: 

There wasn’t an incentive that they could strive for but after we had been 
doing this for a while I went back to the managers and I said: ‘alright, 
who’s really cooperating, who’s really done that, if you need someone to 
rely on to get things done, who would that be?’ They gave me a list and 
those people got additional raises. (…) This is a job. We have changed the 
job. It’s an expectation. And then the money came after that. (COO) 

 
That measure showed the commitment of the ownership to make the change 

happen. The consequences of this managerial decision were basically threefold: one, the 
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receivers of the raises were encouraged to continue doing convergence work even though 

their editors may not always agree with them spending their time doing so; two, editors 

were reminded of the support of the ownership and upper management of this change; 

and three other reporters were also reminded of that support and expectation and were 

shown models of what the bosses would like to see in their jobs. A receiver of this raise 

explains that it helped other realize that the job had changed: 

It was not a huge amount of money. But it was nice.(...) That had the 
effect of – you know how people talk – eventually somebody’s like, 
somehow word got out, people started talking about it, and 
everybody’s like, wow. And then pretty soon, it was like, well, wait a 
minute, this is what people want. (...)They were like, look, we need to 
do this other stuff. That’s what the job is now. That’s where I think 
little things like that helped push people farther along. 

 
Every person from the newsroom who was interviewed remembered this round of 

raises when they were asked about incentives. For most of them, it is the only incentive 

they remember. For a reporter, the lack of incentives is just the way newsrooms are: 

“There isn’t always a whole lot of positive reinforcement. I think that’s just the way the 

business is. You often hear about it if something gets screwed up, but if it’s something 

you do right, you don’t often hear about it.” Other reporters mention other ways of 

positive reinforcement or incentives that “float by the wayside” and they say they wished 

for a more personal approach from their editors.  

Somebody used to send out notes saying, ‘hey, look what was great in 
convergence this week’. But those kind of things just kind of float by the 
wayside. I’ve always thought that if a manager really does think something 
was done well, they ought to just go around and tell you about it. And you’d 
hear about that occasionally. I still remember the first package I did. I got a 
nice note from my boss saying, hey, that was great. That was exactly what 
we want. Thanks a bunch.”  
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 Occasionally an email would go out to everybody saying, “Hey, look so-and-
so did a really cool multimedia thing.” You know, so you had to check that 
out and give your opinion. But I don’t know that there was ever… 
(incentives) —I was joking this morning that we got mugs that said “I 
survived the News Center 2001”—So that was probably about the extent of it. 

 
Editors’ occasional efforts to praise personnel’s “convergence behavior” were 

perceived as halfhearted and, according to the receivers of such praise, had no effect on 

the way they did their jobs. It is interesting to note that nobody mentioned any kind of 

punishment or personal call to attention for not doing enough convergence. Personal 

motivation to learn and do different things as well as getting more visibility are also 

mentioned as an incentive: “on a personal level, it’s kind of fun. I mean, I like learning 

new stuff. (…) I love the fact that if I am tired of writing a story and just don’t feel like it 

anymore, I can stop and work on my podcast or work on audio-slideshow or—that’s fun 

to me” (reporter). For a Web producer, reporters see others do multimedia content and 

realize they could also be doing multimedia: “They get more stories, more visibility 

online, and therefore more praise. And the reluctant reporter says ‘Hey, I could do that,’ 

and is willing to at least try it once or twice.” (Web producer) 

After the first stage of realization of each other’s cultures, strengths and 

weaknesses and the newsroom moved into a stage where the Web and development of the 

online component was central to the change. Problems between print and TV managers 

and the online Director are not mentioned for that stage. The interviewees did not 

mention management power struggles during that time, so they either did not exist or 

were not relevant to their daily work. This may be because the convergence efforts during 

this stage are mentioned more in terms of Web use and not cross-work between TV and 

print, or because the World Online director was given more authority across-platforms, as 
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is described later in this research. Another reason may be the one given by the TV 

director which suggests that understanding how other mediums work helped management 

practices: “The understanding of the demands and daily pressures and just the subtleties 

of each medium, the manager’s have such a better understanding of that before and that 

helps us get through the day on a managerial level”.  

Information from the interviews and direct observation shows that the direct 

bosses’ attitudes and actions towards a transformation process can hurt it or smooth it. 

Dealing with bad management practices in the convergence operations was not so much a 

matter of changing personalities but mindsets, by trying to find ways to make managers 

understand other people’s working systems, and that took time, training and dealing with 

unexpected situations such as the ones described next.  

 

Performance Reviews: “This is half of my job and I’m not getting 
evaluated on it” 

Another challenge related to the bad management practices mentioned above, was 

assessing the progress of the transformation. As with any change, there were early 

adopters who embraced the change fairly quickly and experimented with it. Some 

reporters figured out what was being asked of them and starting participating in TV and 

print stories and contributing more to the online content. However, the news operation 

was not ready to deal with the administrative aspect of that early change. Newsroom 

staffers were evaluated every year based on the work they had done for the outlet they 

worked for. After the instruction to converge, middle managers did not anticipate that 
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those evaluations would need to change. People were being asked to join the convergence 

efforts and contribute to, and even produce for, more than one outlet but when the time 

came for evaluations, these efforts did not have any impact on the way the work was 

reviewed. 

This practice did not make any sense for those trying to meet the management’s 

expectations:  

The management was saying, “hey, it’s really important to do 
convergence. You got to do convergence, you got to do convergence and 
then you fill out your [annual evaluation] form for like how I think I’m 
doing. Your editor would fill out a form for how he thinks you’re doing 
and like TV component and online stuff was like nowhere to be found. So 
it’s like, well this is supposed to be like half my job and I’m not getting 
evaluated on it. This doesn’t make any sense. (Print reporter). 

 
As this quotes reveals, tt was not just a matter of documents not being ready for 

the change, but also a matter of attitude. Several reporters and editors, when asked about 

challenges of evaluation reviews, mentioned the case of a particular reporter who had 

problems with his evaluation and some cite it as an example for how difficult it was to 

change mentalities in the newsroom. This print reporter had been doing a twice-a-week 

TV report, editing TV stories and contributing to the convergence directive, but his print 

editor refused to evaluate him for those efforts. The reporter remembers how for his 

editor, convergence was not the part of the job that he should care about:  

I was doing newspaper stories, I was writing TV packages, I was editing 
everything, I was doing everything for both. And I remember my first job 
review after that, my first annual review. I was sitting with my editor, the 
print editor, and he marked me down for productivity. He marked me 
down! He says, ‘I wish you were doing more of this and more of this and 
more of this’, and I looked at him and I said, ‘well, what about all my TV 
stuff?’ And he goes, oh, that’s not my concern, that’s not my 
responsibility. I can’t rate you on that. And I looked at him and said, well, 
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that’s half my job. And he goes, well, that’s not my responsibility, I can’t 
talk about that. 

 
 
The situation with the evaluation process revealed that the change in the newsroom had 

not been accepted entirely despite the owners’ support and the constant push to converge 

by upper management. However, that support and pushing definitely meant something to 

the upper-level boss whom the reporter complained to about the situation, and it was 

taken care of fairly quickly. The decision was made to talk to the TV news Director about 

the reporter’s job and average the two reviews. The Performance Evaluation Form has 

evolved from that first step, and now it no longer averages between print and TV work; 

there has been an effort to try to measure the efforts to converge on every activity that is 

evaluated. The form (appendix 4) includes a multimedia section and demands some 

cooperative work from different managing editors and directors to evaluate each 

employee properly. The J-W managing editor reiterates the constant feedback from other 

managers in the evaluation process: “Our evaluations are set up in a way that it includes a 

lot of multimedia, and how well. And for many of the reporters that we review, that like, 

for [TV director] people, I might write a paragraph or two that would be added to it. And 

[TV director] does the same for me”.  

A more detailed look into the performance evaluation form shows that not only is 

there a multimedia section, but there has been an effort to incorporate the convergence 

component into the whole evaluation process. Only the “Reader services” and the 

“Professional Development” components do not have a multimedia aspect to evaluate.  

What is evaluated is not the quantity of stories produced but rather the willingness of 

an employee to take part in the multimedia operation. It is important to note that this form 
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was last revised in October 2004. Given the fact that, according to management, editors 

and reporters, the transformation has entered a new phase, it would be advisable to revise 

this evaluation form again, to analyze how to better measure what the company currently 

expects from its employees.  

 

More administrative changes: hiring practices 

As the work review emphasizes the convergence and collaborative abilities of 

reporters and incorporates feedback from different managers, the hiring practices 

changed to try to find people that would have the abilities being evaluated. Reporters 

used to be interviewed by the person who was going to work directly with them, namely 

their editor. This process had to be adapted since now reporters could work directly with 

any of the three managers. The news staff is divided into print and TV, but they are 

expected to cross-platforms and also do multimedia pieces. Several interviewees reassure 

that the interviewing process to hire a new employee involved the head of TV, J-W and 

convergence. What they are looking for is not necessarily someone who already has all 

the skills. As the change continues to be gradual and more training is implemented, they 

look for people “who either has it [converged experience], or somebody who expresses 

an interest in it. Somebody who definitely does not have the wide-eyed “Oh my God!” 

look on their face when we talk about it” (Assignment director). Even though someone is 

hired to be a print reporter or a TV one, new staff is exposed to convergence from their 

interview onwards.  

Well, as many people as possible are involved in that, [managing editor for 
convergence] gets involved, I get involved (assignment director), [J-W 
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managing editor] and [TV director]. All of us are on all platforms talking 
to new reporters, whether they are quote un-quote “print”, you know we 
still have some of those traditional… You know we have two “print” 
openings right now and that person will also flip to TV and clearly do the 
Web. (Assignment director) 

 
  

However this process was not adopted until 2005 despite the fact that the 

transformation had began over four years ago. This adaptation in hiring practices is 

another characteristic of the current directed stage of convergence where the objective, 

according to the managing editor for convergence is “to get everyone on board.” 

Another area that also experienced changes in their hiring practices was the the 

advertising department. These are discussed in detail in the section dedicated to 

convergence in advertising and marketing.  

 
 

Organizational structure: Who is in charge? 

The previous two challenges related to management behavior and administrative 

procedures could have been a consequence of an organizational structure that was not 

ready to push the transformation forward. Finding an organizational structure that would 

work for an operation as unique as that the World Company was trying to create was not 

an easy task, as a former print reporter recollects: “It was hard to find a management 

structure to deal with all this. I saw that first-hand. They worked through it in several 

incarnations, and it seems to be working pretty well now. At the beginning, the question 

was, who is in charge?”  

This was probably the most delicate challenge and it is still an ongoing one. What 

kind of a newsroom do they want? Who is in charge of that newsroom? What kind of 
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authority and responsibilities should that position have? To whom should it report? Who 

would be in this person’s team? The first decision that was made after the owners had 

decided that The World Company was going to become a converged operation was to 

define who was going to be in charge of the transformation in the newsroom. The 

responsibilities of the new Multi-Media Managing editor can be read in a document 

prepared by upper-management (appendix 5) back then, but the overall idea was to have 

someone to oversee the combined news staffs of the newspaper, the TV broadcast and the 

online sites. The other managers would report to this position.  There were two other 

positions that were analyzed but were not implemented at that point: a convergence 

coordinator and project coordinators or managers (appendix 6). The convergence 

coordinator would not directly oversee any staff or assign any story; the idea of this 

position was to have someone who could coordinate converged special interest stories 

and maintain a master schedule/status report. This person would have reported directly to 

the J-W Managing Editor, 6News Director and World Online Editor. On the other hand, 

the project managers would have answered to their direct editor and would have been 

assigned to individual converged projects. Advantages as well as concerns were analyzed 

for each position. None of the two positions, at least with those titles, were implemented 

in the beginning. The main concern, as stated on the documents, was that nobody knew 

how things were going to be when the staff moved to the new building, and these new 

positions could add bureaucracy levels, increase the amount of work for people and not 

really help produce converged stories. 

The multimedia managing editor was the first position created to manage the 

change. As with any position, it was not only important to describe what was needed 
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from it, but also to find the right person to do it. The COO explains his choice for this 

position: 

[editor’s name] was the first person who tried to direct the multimedia 
effort for us. I selected [editor’s name] for that job because in addition to a 
print background, she had done things for us on TV, but she had some 
special training in leadership and she was not a person who was going to 
be demanding, she was a person who was going to be encouraging, so we 
had not lost any staff members because we had asked them to get involved 
in multimedia or convergence.  
 

 The person selected for the job remembers how the job was described to her: “I 

basically was told to go forth and converge. No specific goals really were set. Cross 

training of personnel was a high priority. We wanted everyone to work across media.” 

However, what upper management wanted from this position was not what the staff 

wanted. Reporters, managers and online staff evaluate her choice as inadequate based on 

her (lack of) technical abilities, which, based on the job description, were not a priority 

for upper management. 

[She] had been in the newsroom for 20 years, and she was in the same 
boat that the rest of us were in terms of understanding what the 
possibilities and the potential was for Web and stuff like that. (Former 
reporter).  
 
 [The multimedia managing editor] was kind of in charge but really 
was more of a facilitator and frankly didn’t do much. So, you know, so 
that’s why they needed to bring in Rob since she wasn’t converted. 
(Reporter). 
 
But to be honest, [the multimedia managing editor] was not the best 
choice for that position. She really didn't have a grasp on what our 
technology could do. She's a good editor, but she was simply given a 
position that didn't suit her. (Web producer) 
 
For others, the problem was the lack of specific company goals, which made it 

difficult for the person in the new position to function properly as a managing editor: 
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Well, as I recall, it seemed like we really were flying a little bit blind. I 
think it was [editor’s name], who was our editorial writer was also made 
convergence editor, which was basically like having one person do two 
jobs. Which I don’t think worked out very well. (Manager). 
 
When [editor’s name] was in charge of the convergence stuff, she was 
leading more from a, what do you call it, a carrot approach. She was trying 
to help encourage people to do stuff. (Former reporter).  
 
Finally, on top of unclear directions there was an issue of unclear authority and 

power struggles that were added to the mix as the multimedia managing editor 

remembers: “I actually think my management skills were pretty good because I had a 

good relationship with the reporters, but the power issues among the middle managers 

were a problem.” The COO also acknowledges a problem with authority:  

The problem I had with [editor] was that we just weren’t moving fast 
or far enough under that style of leadership. She will tell you well 
Ralph didn’t give me the authority that I needed. And I would say: yes 
I gave it to you, you just didn’t use it and the truth is probably 
somewhere in the middle.  
 

There was indeed an authority problem, whether it originated in the fact that the person 

did not use it or that the company did not give it to her. However, there was also a 

problem of staff’s expectations not being fulfilled. People were looking for someone to 

tell them what to do, but neither upper management nor the new multi-media managing 

editor knew what was to be done. These quotes reveal that the function of the multimedia 

managing editor was in reality one of a facilitator, to whom reporters would relate, and 

who tried to encourage people to do more convergence, which was the mission given by 

upper management.  
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However, the transformation reached a point where it was not moving fast or far 

enough according to upper management, and so a managerial decision needed to be 

made.  The first step into becoming a convergence operation was to make the news staffs 

work together, which everyone categorized as the biggest challenge. After those 

foundations were set in place and that first step was overcome, the transformation needed 

to continue. “My management style is more collaborative, but with the power struggles 

going on, that was difficult. I suspect my bosses think we could have moved faster if I 

had been more of a jerk, but I doubt it, plus, it’s not my style”. (Former multimedia 

managing editor). Another problem during this stage was the lack of training in the 

specific skills needed to converge: “there were some kind of halfhearted attempts at 

training during that time. But I learned how to do TV because I went to the 6News 

director and had him show me how” (Former reporter). As for multimedia, there was no 

one the staff would feel comfortable asking for guidance as the feeling was that everyone 

was “in the same boat.”  

 

The organic stage: online boost and different personality 

In order for the change to move forward, a collaborative style was fine, but the 

power struggles between middle managers needed to be taken care of. The organizational 

chart needed to change to address the problems of authority and technical expectations 

from the staff. The position of multi-media managing editor was changed into World 

Online Director and the authority was clearly stated by the COO: “I retired that title, and 
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I just said ‘Rob [Curley] is director of World Online,’ he had the authority to make 

decisions across all media.”  

Hiring Rob Curley was a very important decision by the World Company. It is not 

uncommon to hear people in the industry naming Curley as the responsible of the success 

of the Lawrence converged operation. Before coming to Lawrence, was new media 

director for the Topeka Capital-Journal in Kansas. While there, the Newspaper 

Association of America named Curley the industry’s New Media Pioneer of the Year, 

making him the youngest person to win the award. In 2002, he was named Online 

Director at the World Online and became one of the first editors in the United States to 

lead the print and TV operations of a media company. According to Gentry and 

Loewen’s presentation to the Society of Professional Journalists Convention and National 

Journalism Conference, Curley’s team “has developed the national or international 

newspaper Web site of the year (named by either the Newspaper Association of America 

or Editor & Publisher magazine) every year since 1998.” (2006, p.46) 

The new title emphasized the technical abilities the staff was looking for and 

more closely resembled the traditional print or TV head position. Even though 

multimedia was the focus of the job, multimedia was not an outlet whereas World Online 

was and it was going to work in conjunction with 6News and the J-W. Not only were the 

three going to work together, but the new Online Director had authority over his staff and 

the newsroom operation as a whole. The COO explains what the new responsibilities 

were: “When he [Rob] came into the door then he assumed the responsibility for first 

taking over the leadership of the Internet staff but also assumed the responsibility for 

being the news leader in the news center.”  
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 The background and personality of this new person were very different from 

what was associated with the previous one. He came from an Internet background, had 

experience with convergence; he was not an editor but a technological person, he was 

well known in the industry for his convergence achievements in Topeka and was a great 

self-promoter. All of these characteristics helped develop and promote the Internet aspect 

of the convergence operation and also sent the message that the company supported the 

change and that it was going to happen: “He came here with a reputation as one of the top 

people in new media and the Internet and so that was a clear signal that we were doing 

things differently here.” (COO).  

The message got through to the whole staff, online, print, and TV, as well as to 

the industry. “There was a strong face, I guess, to convergence and he was kind of a 

hotshot, all-star kind of guy, you know, [whether he] deserved it or not.  You know, 

people knew him and people were going to follow what he did.  That was, for the people 

here, a sign that they were serious about doing convergence.” (Print reporter) 

His responsibilities were not defined in writing as with the previous editor, but he 

was given what had been identified as missing: resources, a team and power. Editors 

reassure this vision: “He [Curley] brought in a whole staff of people with him. He had 

more resources and he was coming from a different background.” “When Rob came in, 

he came in with a very specific mandate, where it was, we’re making this happen. And he 

was a high-powered guy who made sure that he had the power to do it.”  

Having the new person in charge was working. The World Online director’s 

ability to improve the technological aspect of the newsroom and his ability to promote his 

work encouraged the feeling that the transformation was moving forward, and that was 
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obvious for the staff and the industry: “When Rob Curley came, that really amped things 

up a lot” (editor); “when Rob was doing it, he made it his mission to make sure that any 

newsperson that wanted to do something for the Web, that the Web people would do 

anything they could to make it easy.” (Editor). This stress on his “Web people” is also 

mentioned by a Web producer who emphases Curley’s eye for talent before other 

qualities: 

Rob is a polarizing figure, you understand. He's a rockstar, and by that 
I mean he is a salesman whose chief product is himself. (…) what he 
does that is without question valuable to any organization is he draws 
attention, he convinces people that the online news is incredibly cool, 
and he has a great eye for talent.  
 
Rob Curley brought with him a team of Web developers and designers that 

included Adrian Holovaty, Jacob Kaplan-Moss, Dan Cox and Simon Willison and Wilson 

Miner. As Curley states on his blog: “The best way to build a great Web team is to 

surround yourself with people who are about a million times smarter and more talented 

than you”. Adrian Holovaty is one of the examples of the talent Curley was surrounded 

with. While with the World Company, among other things, Adrian developed the system 

for Lawrence.com, and in his free time created a famous Web site called 

Chicagocrime.org (a freely browsable database of crimes reported in Chicago). After 

Lawrence, Holovaty went to work for the washintgonpost.com as Editor of Editorial 

innovations, creating database-driven projects and he has recently won a $1 million grant 

from the Knight Foundation to develop his latest projects. Although he might be the most 

recognizable name, other members of the Curley team in Lawrence work in high 

positions for some of the biggest technological companies in the world. Willison is a 

technologist at Yahoo Uk and Miner is an interactive designer for Apple. Cox and 
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Kaplan-Moss continue to develop and increase the online component of the World 

Company. 

  The online department grew with a lot of talent that Curley brought with him. 

That talent created Django and Ellington. Django is a programming tool to create 

Websites that has already been translated to 40 languages and Ellington is a Content 

Management System that Mediaphormedia, LLC, formerly World Online, sells to other 

media. New sites were developed and started winning national awards and the online 

component of the company became really important. As NPR correspondent David 

Folkenflik put it:  

The family-owned World Company in Lawrence, about a 45-minute 
drive west of Kansas City, is investing a ton of money into finding 
new ways to deliver the news. Web sites, cell phones, even wireless 
video game devices are all part of the current mix. (Folkenflik, 2005) 

 

During the first stage, the cultural clash between print and TV was overcome; 

during the second stage a technological bridge was crossed. An editor, former reporter, 

mentions how Curley’s Internet background made it easy for her to try to do more online 

content: “He was a person that I felt comfortable asking questions. He was someone I 

would go to for guidance.” However, there is also the opinion that although more 

multimedia/online products were created, not everyone was involved in that: “Rob relied 

on some superstars. He picked some people and said ‘go do your thing’ and don’t worry 

about anybody else” (editor). News staff relied heavily on the Web people to do 

multimedia products since they did not have the training or the equipment to do it by 

themselves:  
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Well, we definitely relied on the online at parts. I mean we weren’t even 
set up equipment-wise to do some of it [multimedia]. We just had to tell 
them what we wanted to do. And now, it’s a little better. We can post stuff 
on our own, we have MP3 players. It’s kind of a slow process. We didn’t 
have, like, Slideshow or that type of stuff on our computers up until 
recently. (Editor). 
  
During the technological leap taken by the World Company operation in these 

two years (from 2002-2004), the newsroom aspect of convergence was left to grow on its 

own. Newsroom day-to-day interaction with the World Online director was minimal. The 

structure was hindering change again. It was clear that the World Online director could 

make decisions across platforms, but conversations across platforms were not being held 

regularly. Meetings with the combined staff and the convergence person in charge were 

only held when there were special projects: “The everyday meeting started with Caroline 

[Assignment director in 2007]. Before we would just meet with the convergence editor 

whenever there were projects” (TV director). Some were not sure whether the newsroom 

aspect of the operation was being amplified at the same pace and that the part of the 

Online Director’s job of being the news leader in the News Center was not as important 

as the online one. His office was downstairs, with the programmers and “he was never in 

the command center” as a copy editor recalls. Other staff member note this lack of 

involvement or participation in the newsroom:  

He was very engaged in I would say the Web production side rather 
than the newsroom side. He was pushing them to do the latest and the 
greatest and to build these award-winning Web sites, and they were 
great Web sites. As far as his interest on what was going on what our 
news and TV reporters were doing, I don’t really know. (Copy editor). 
 
Rob came out what’s strictly an Internet background and that’s more 
of what he dealt with then other things. We would do big projects and 
stuff that we’d work together on, but day-to-day stuff, I had less 
contact with Rob. (TV director). 
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Rob always had very unique ideas to bring to the table. Wasn’t here (in 
the building) very often but had a really unique way of expressing 
himself. He travels a lot, speaks a lot, has a lot of things going on, very 
busy individual but you have this guy that shows up all of the sudden 
and it’s like POW! And it’s a really kick-ass idea. But you can imagine 
with somebody not here that often, all the questions that go 
unanswered. (Sales director Mediaphormedia). 

 

In 2004, Editor & Publisher magazine named the Lawrence Journal-World one of 

the 10 newspapers in the U.S. “to do it right”. The article praised the Web innovations at 

the J-W. That same year, Curley left the Lawrence J-W to become director of new media 

and convergence in the Naples Daily News. In October 2006 he became vice president of 

product development of Washingtonpost.Newsweek Interactive. 

After the World Online director left, Dan Cox, one of the members of the team 

Curley brought with him was put in charge, but on one hand, an editor perceives “he 

didn’t want to be in charge of the newsroom, at least that was my impression”, and on the 

other, the COO saw different strengths in him: “Dan [Cox] really had different strengths 

so we continued without a clear identified news staff leader”. The last revision to The 

World Company’s organizational chart was in December 2005, after Curley left and Cox 

was named World Online’s Director. According to the COO, there is no intention of 

doing a new one, even though things have changed significantly since 2005. The World 

Online became an LLC that sells and supports a commercial product like Ellington. Three 

more new positions have been added to continue the convergence efforts of the company. 

The new structure is confusing even for the COO: “It is confusing. The roles of these 

people [online team positions] some of them changed as we figured out better ways to do 
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things and some of them because I decided we needed a different structure.” These 

structure changes are addresses later on in the study. 

 

The ‘directed stage’: everyone is on board 

The Web talent that the World Company had hired allowed those online/ 

multimedia efforts to grow, but the way it is described, it did not emphasize journalists in 

the newsroom working together to produce stories but rather individual efforts to 

converge with the help of the Web team. Many have called that second stage the organic 

stage, where people were encouraged to do as little or a much multimedia as they wanted. 

After that, came the directed stage, which is the current one. Convergence group efforts 

came back around 2005, during a transition period where there was no appointed person 

in charge of convergence. The new managing editor for the paper at the time started 

something called enterprise groups, which were groups of 5 or 6 different journalists who 

had to produce stories together. The competition mindset was no longer present but now 

the idea was to increase communication throughout the newsroom, as the J-W managing 

editor explains:  

When I came here, I had a plan where I had enterprise teams. That’s 
something we did my first year here. We had five teams, headed by all 
different kinds of journalists, not your traditional ones. And each team had 
five to six people on it. That included TV, print, copy editors, and 
photographers on it. They produced probably about 20 stories over that 
year that ran in all media, usually a Sunday type of story. I think that 
helped us get to where we are now, of communication, to see how others 
do their jobs, to work more closely together for a single end product. And I 
think that opened some new lines of communication throughout the 
newsroom.  
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Interviewees mention that the convergence mentality is now ingrained in the 

culture, meaning TV, newspaper and multimedia, and that is something that is seen in the 

budget meeting the staff has at 10:15 every morning as well as in the features budget 

meeting. The convergence presence was a lot stronger in the features meeting where there 

was an attempt to tie every story to a multimedia component. Possible reasons for this 

given by editors and reporters of that beat included the fact that sometimes it is easier to 

do multimedia with the music and entertainment beat because they normally have photos 

or music that accompany a story, and that they generally have more time to plan ahead 

and therefore more time to think about different ways of telling the stories. Regardless of 

these features’ beat characteristics, the collaborative component was present in all the 

meetings observed. As the managing editor for J-W puts it “nobody has to be convinced 

anymore that this is a good thing”.  

In the last two years, the desk distribution by beats has changed to reflect what 

management wants to emphasize. Back in the early stages, collaboration was emphasized 

and promoted by seating reporters together in “pods.” Since nobody needs to be reminded 

any more that collaboration is needed and it did not make sense for the J-W managing 

editor to force the previous desk assignment. As people left they did not make an effort to 

get the beats together. Reporters now sit in one group and not on a specifically assign 

desk anymore and it has been an ongoing change for the past two years since he arrived. 

By doing this, he hopes to emphasize that it does not matter if you are a print reporter or a 

TV one, you can cover any story: “It didn’t make sense to have two people go cover a 

story. Now we are trying more and more to have and one reporter will cover the story for 
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both. The print person would do the package with help from photographers and TV 

people.” (J-W managing editor) 

With the establishment of a strong online team and component, the creation of 

Mediaphormedia, LLC and the separation of Web development and technological use in 

the newsroom, convergence efforts turned back to the news staff and to involving 

everyone, including other outlets. This involves making sure that every person in the 

newsroom is able to use technology to produce the type of journalistic product that is 

expected. The objective is to add a direct multimedia approach to the newsroom. In order 

to continue adapting and transforming, three positions have been created and daily 

meetings are held. For the COO, directed efforts are being added to the organic ones: 

“Now I think we are in a situation where we not only have the organic type convergence 

but we also have a more directed multimedia effort along with that.”  

 

Organizational structure: “it is confusing” 

The new structure has incorporated two people that are part of Mediaphormedia, 

former World Online, with responsibilities in the newsroom. One of them is the 

managing editor for convergence (MEC), whose job, as defined by him, is “to make sure 

that everybody’s keeping their eye on the ball of multimedia”. The second position is the 

(Online) Editorial Projects Manager whose principal function is, according to the COO, 

“to work with [TV Director], to work with [MEC] to work with [J-W managing editor] 

on editorial projects here but he’s also involved in doing things with the weeklies and the 

World Webs, so we spread him really thin.” The third addition does not have to do with 
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multimedia but with coordinating efforts across 6News and the J-W and with all the other 

properties of the company:  

The Assignment Director is supposed to coordinate what we are doing on TV, 
print, print weekly newspapers and TV with our station in Topeka, to make sure 
that we are serving the entire area of the state that’s represented by those 
properties and their geographic location in an efficient way and that we are not 
missing any opportunities to make better journalism because we are tending to 
operate as separate little organizations instead of one bigger organization. (COO) 
 

Neither of them has been on that position for a year yet so it is still soon for them and 

upper management to say if the structure is working or what changes are needed but this 

is how they view their work and the mission they have been given.  

My mission, and it’s certainly the mission that’s been given to me by 
Ralph and the family, is everybody’s on board (…)We’re moving into a 
phase where everybody has to have the training. And everybody kind of 
has to show that they can use it. That doesn’t mean that, you know there 
are still some people that are maybe uncomfortable putting their faces in 
front of a TV camera. That’s not gonna change, we’re not gonna make 
those people put their faces in front of a TV camera. But those people can 
do audio slideshows, they can create video and some other multimedia that 
doesn’t necessarily put them in front of the camera, but lets them use those 
tools. What we’re saying now is, that’s the expectation. (Convergence 
Managing Editor).  

 
I assign for print and I also coordinate TV , print and Web and our weekly 
newspapers(…)I think right now we are going to every nook and cranny of 
this newsroom to make sure that everybody can do everything. And I may 
be getting ahead of myself, but I now have asked Joel (Mathis) to start 
focusing on our weeklies to see what we can do to move them forward and 
at least have the ability to do some online work, more online work than 
just plopping the print product out online. (Assignment Director) 
 

The idea for the position of head of the multimedia and convergence efforts was mainly 

the same: to be in charge. What that meant depended on the stage of the transformation, 

the authority and responsibilities given by upper management, and the personality and 

background each person brought to the job. Also, the organizational context that 
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surrounded those positions helped or hindered the convergence efforts made during 

specific times. The question of ‘who is in charge of convergence?’ remains, as now there 

are three different aspects of convergence being taken care of. However, upper 

management has tried to continue with a successful formula from the previous stage:  

What I am trying to convey here is that [MEC] has the same type of 
authority Rob had, and if [MEC] says: we are going to do multimedia on 
this then [J-W managing editor] and [TV director] and [Editorial Projects 
Editor] acknowledge that he is the supervisor that makes that kind of 
decision. (COO) 
 
The organizational structure is still a work in progress and although everyone 

seems to agree that the converged newsroom has entered a new phase of directed, more 

organized convergence, a reporter still perceives power struggles in relation to the current 

structure: “There’s always been this weird power thing here and it’s still weird, frankly.” 

This may be because the organizational chart or hierarchies are not very clear to anyone 

who was interviewed, and the fact that the structure is confusing was mentioned even by 

the COO: “We have some editorial people who work on the Web site, but they do not 

necessarily report directly to [MEC], they may report to [Editorial Projects Editor] or 

they may report to someone in sports. It is totally confusing.”  

Management is trying to convey the same authority from the previous stage, and 

people know that “what [MEC] says, goes” but the “interesting power dynamics” 

continue to be perceived and also the fact that people don’t know who is in charge of 

whom:  

With the Convergence Director, he certainly could tell you to do 
something and you’d have to do it. The dynamics between, like, the TV 
person, and the newspaper people was—is a little different. Like, I 
suppose if there was a real conflict, like he was telling you to do 
something and you didn’t have time, you’d have to go to your boss who 
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would then go to [TV director]. You know, he’d go back. And like I was 
saying, ninety-nine percent of the time it doesn’t matter but some days it 
matters.  (Reporter). 
 
People who work here literally don’t know who’s in charge of other 
people. That’s one of the biggest problems with the whole multimedia 
thing. There’s just too many bosses, too many middle managers. It’s really 
when you’re just dealing with print, you know, you have managing editor 
and an editor and a publisher. And that’s kind of it. And here we’ve got… 
well the head of online is technically in charge of something. And then 
you’ve got the managing editor for convergence. You don’t really know 
what that means and who he’s in charge of. And if you bring in a TV 
element to it, well, you can’t be in charge of the TV person because they 
don’t work for you. So you know it gets … It’s gotta be very cooperative. 
People have to buy into this idea or else it just becomes little power 
struggles here and there. (Editor) 
 
[J-W managing editor] is above the TV Director, the assignment director 
and the MEC. And while [name] is [MEC], I’m not sure how... I’m not 
sure, job titles maybe the same, but I’m not sure that they are on equal 
sitting. (Assignment Director) 
  
[The MEC] and [Editorial project manager] jointly share responsibility. 
[MEC] appears to have more responsibility for the day-to-day look and 
feel of LJWorld.com but also refer to the special projects people. 
[Editorial project manager] takes the lead on special projects more often, 
but will also deal with daily editorial things as it suits him. (Web 
producer) 

 

The multimedia/online component is the one which challenges the traditional 

newsroom structure. Despite being well known for their online component and award-

winning Web sites, the World Company does not have an online news team, this means 

that the content on ljworld.com is produced by members of the J-W print staff or the 

6News TV staff, there is no journalistic team devoted to the day-to-day online coverage. 

Although they are a converged team that is trying to think first about the story and then in 

terms of the best medium to tell it, they still keep the traditional print and TV news staff. 

TV and print reporters already have a manager, editors and a clear hierarchy and a 
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product to put out everyday. In addition to this hierarchy, there is a convergence head that 

does not have a news-gathering team of his or her own but has authority over the other 

two news teams. The rationale for the decision to have two news teams for three outlets is 

that every reporter is a Web reporter, as they also contribute to the Web site, according to 

an owner: “As far as putting out the Journal-World, and have a separate reporter as an 

Internet Journal-World reporter, it just seemed silly because we have a person who we’ve 

trained to gather the information and disseminate it across all mediums. So everybody is 

an Internet reporter.”  

Since there is not an online news team, the MEC also connects the newsroom with 

the online department. Web producers have to work with the newsroom and coordinate 

the multimedia products that will be on the Web. Web producers respond to 

Mediaphormedia, LLC. Mediaphormedia has a director, who is not involved in the 

production of day-to-day newsroom multimedia products. The managing editor for 

convergence is in the role of Web editor and so Web producers report to him. To add to 

the mix, there is an Editorial Projects Manager section that is in charge of the big 

multimedia projects the newsroom undertakes. That section has a different person in 

charge. A manager suggests not trying to diagram how the operation works: 

I wouldn’t try drawing any kind of diagram because I don’t know that one 
exists and I don’t know what one would look like if a formal one were 
drawn up (…) Organizationally, and I don’t know if it’s because we’re 
small ... I’m trying to figure out the best way to phrase this. I think the 
parts of this company culturally, what they’ve tended to do is throw the 
pizzabread and meat out into the center of the ring and then see who can 
come away with it. Whoever ends up on top is basically who chooses to 
end up on top.  
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The current stress the company is laying on integrating the other news operations 

more effectively into the convergence efforts will require more changes, as the 

transformation now will try to move towards getting journalists from other World Media 

properties (such as the weeklies) to work together:  

We have 150 or more journalists in all these properties then sometimes we 
ought to work them together in order to do good journalism for the entire 
north east are of the state and that’s one way we want to push the company 
and that will affect the organizational structure that we have as print 
diminishes or as video increases or how things may settle out then that also 
will have an influence on how we continue to evolve our organizational 
structure. I think the Web is clearly going to rise to the top and [managing 
editor for convergence] or someone in his position with similar authority to 
what [assignment director] has similar responsibilities, ultimately will 
direct the news gathering operation for our entire company. So that may be 
the next generation of the management structure, to vest more authority in 
one person. (COO) 
 

Two decisions have been taken and implemented to continue moving towards 

forming one news-gathering operation. The first one is to change the desk distribution in 

the News Center. There are no more pods or seating together by beats, reporters- whether 

they are print or TV- now sit at any desk, there is no division by beat or by medium. This 

has been an ongoing change for the last two years as the J-W managing editor remembers 

fighting for that: “It didn’t make sense to have two people go cover a story. Now we are 

trying more and more to have one reporter cover the story for both. As people left and 

moved on, we didn’t make an effort to get those beats together.” Along with that effort to 

emphasize that a print or TV reporter can cover the story for both media, training has 

been formalized and standardized. The objective is to get as many people converged on 

an individual level as possible so that “the newsroom can move closer to the model where 

everybody can go out and deliver the news story on their own” (MEC). Every person that 
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enters the News Center is shown how to use the point and shoot camera, record an mp3 

interview, create a slideshow and if they come for the print side, how to do video and 

some TV work. The researcher observed a summer intern’s training, which was described 

as a short version of the training new staff gets. Interns were given a brief introduction to 

how to take photographs and record audio, how to download them and work with them in 

Iphoto and GarageBand. Then they were given a camera and a recorder and had to put 

together a small audio slideshow. The session lasted around two hours. “We’re telling 

them right away this is the culture we’re in, and we’re giving them the tools right away to 

be able to participate in that culture” (MEC).  

 

Online team: are they part of the converged newsroom?  

Convergence at the World Company started with an emphasis on making print 

and TV work together. Efforts were focused on getting news teams to collaborate and try 

working within both mediums, and the Web was a facilitator for those efforts as videos 

and stories could be posted online. However, during the second stage of the 

transformation, online technologies and the Web team became very important. The 

World Company has a very strong online component acclaimed both inside and outside 

the company. It has won multiple awards for its different Web sites and its Web 

department has created Django and Ellington, two software solutions used by Web 

producers and media around the world. What was known as World Online is now called 

Mediphormedia, LLC and it is in charge of all the company’s Websites. This study has 

focused on LJWorld.com the newspaper’s Web site, as this is the site where the News 
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Center’s convergence efforts were reflected. The researcher has focused on the Journal-

World (J-W), 6News and LJWorld.com, and the efforts to adapt the transformation 

through different areas to make a converged newsroom for those products.  

The online component of the World Company had a very early start. Dan Simons, 

President of Electronic Division, remembers buying domain names in 1994, being the 6th 

newspaper in the U.S. to go online and deciding not to give their content away to a 

software company to put on the Web. Simons remembers the team was quite small back 

then: “We started with three people: myself, a reporter who was Internet savvy to some 

extent, and a geek, a gal who knew how to put it all online. And we sat in a back room 

and started trying to figure out where the newspapers should be on this thing called the 

Internet.” The size and role of the online component has changed a lot along the way. It is 

unanimous that “online is a big deal here.” The online department is divided in two basic 

roles: “On paper, Mediaphormedia is responsible for the creation of Ellington, but World 

Online handles the day-to-day. In practice, though, we still function mostly as a single 

team and delegate responsibility to the person best suited for each particular task.” (Lead 

developer). In order for that duality to work properly the staff is bigger than the average 

online section of a newsroom: “There’s kind of two sides of Internet. But we probably 

have 30 people now, and for a paper our size that’s obscene.” (Dan Simons). The lead 

developer agrees they have a big operation but notes that it is also because they have a 

commercial component tied to it: 

Well, I wouldn’t say we’re ‘obscenely’ large but we ARE big. We’ve got 
a technical staff of five programmers, three designers, a system 
administrator, and a number of other auxiliary positions like project 
manager, support rep, and sales rep. Most of that size is because we sell 
and support a commercial product, by the way. (Lead developer) 
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 The size and importance of the online component have grown in time. In the early 

stages of the convergence transformation, one person would coordinate the site and the 

newsroom, and two or three part-time night producers would get things online:  

The Online Editor would deal with the newsroom and their requests 
during the day, look at what we needed, and manage the two or three 
producers. We'd come in at night, make sure things were getting online 
properly, process some photos, change our front page, and go home. It was 
usually a 4 to 5 hour job. We were all part-time, and our shifts were 
usually around 11pm to 3am. (Web producer) 

 
 As the multimedia aspect started to grow, the staff had to grow accordingly. The 

site went from having one video every few days, to three or four TV news videos to go 

with relevant stories, to 10 to 15 video stories every night. The online editor needed 

someone to help him a couple of hours in the day and the night staff needed to spend 

more time there. “More photos, more audio, more photo galleries, more everything. And 

so the 3 or 4 hour a night job is now an 8 hour a night job. The daytime job, which was a 

couple hours in the afternoon, is now a 40+ hour a week job.” (Web producer) The 

daytime producer describes his job as gathering and processing the multimedia, dealing 

with the editor’s requirements for how their stories are displayed and preparing actions 

plans for the night producers. The night producer makes sure all the stories and contents 

are on the Internet in the right form. 

Although online was extremely important during the second stage, it was separated 

from the newsroom, according to the news staff. The challenge is now to incorporate it 

into the daily work of the newsroom. The relationship with the Web component in the 

beginning was almost non-existent. A reporter says Web producers were like email 

addresses to him: “Back over there [in the previous building] was like one guy in the 
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newsroom and then of course there were, like, programmers but they were, like, email 

addresses to me. I never met them, you know. And so [communication was] not very 

directly at all.” As some reporters started doing more multimedia, coordination with the 

Web team is said to have increased in some cases but in others ‘coordination’ was limited 

to putting files in a folder for the Web people to download:  

I have never once in my entire life ever coded anything in HTML or any 
sort of Web programming. I’ve never done that, because we have people 
who do that. We have Web producers hired, Web people who do all that 
stuff. And that’s what’s made it easy. It’s relatively painless. I write a 
story for the paper, they post it online. I do a story for TV, they post it 
online. What I can do now, what I do now, is I’ll take extra video for a 
story I’ve been working on, I’ll save it, put it in the World Online bin, 
leave it there, and they put it online. (Former reporter now editor) 
 

 This agreement would not always work and things reporters worked on would not 

show up the next day on the Web. And it is not only reporters who have complaints about 

the lack of communication. A Web producer remembers that it took time for reporters to 

get used to the idea that Web people were there too: “We spent a long time finding out 

what was going on exactly. I still find myself being surprised by coming projects or 

multimedia, but that's happening less often than it did.”  

   
 Communication has been mentioned as the main challenge for the online 

newsroom convergence. The MEC plays a fundamental role in this. He is the online 

representative in all the budget and coordination meetings the newsroom and the editors 

have and this may have diminished the “surprise” factor for the online team when it 

comes to projects that the Web editor above referred to. However, there is not a 

scheduled meeting for the managing editor for convergence to meet with the online 

people: “They’re in the basement, I just walk down and talk to the people in charge of the 
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Website.” (MEC). Communication with the online team happens through informal 

channels. There is nothing intrinsically wrong with that as informal communication is 

common in organizations, however this research shows that communication between 

areas is one of the biggest challenges the Lawrence Journal-World faces. A convergence 

operation probably needs more cooperation and coordination than a regular newsroom, 

and that is where the difficulty arises. The online team needs to know what the newspaper 

and 6News are doing and what needs to be done with ljworld.com. But the online team 

also supports other Web sites.  

As it has been said before, the World Company has other Web sites aside from 

www.ljworld.com, developed during the organic stage. One of them is lawrence.com, an 

award-winning Web site with no print counterpart and devoted to covering the cultural 

scene in Lawrence. It has its own journalistic team that produces exclusively for that 

online site. Sometime coverage needs to be coordinated between Lawrence.com and the 

Arts & Entertainment section of ljworld.com The Lawrence.com team sits in the 

basement like Mediaphormedia whereas the arts & entertainment beat for the newspaper 

(and therefore for the Web) sits on the second floor. An example of how informal 

communication may not be enough to coordinate between different outlets is given by a 

Web producer when he describes the challenge of coordinating coverage of an art 

festival: “You know how that coordination was made? “I ran up and down the stairs a 

lot”. Since the content of Lawrence.com is not published in ljworld.com and both were 

covering the event, there was the need to define which information went where and there 

was not a meeting or a plan to do that, according to the Web producer.  

 To run up and down the stairs may not always work and it will become more 
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difficult according to the MEC since the people from Mediaphormedia, will soon move 

across the street to a different building. For the MEC “that seems like the wrong moment 

and the wrong action and the wrong time…we’re supposed to be moving more in that 

direction and they’re moving away from us.” However, not everyone thinks the same. An 

editor explains that what the Web producers do does not affect his work: “The 

management types probably want to be able to be close to them and work with them. But 

on a reporter end of things, we’re dealing with the Web producers upstairs [day-time 

Web producer], and as long as we’ve got somebody we can talk to, we’ll be fine”. 

According to this point of view, Web producers just need to be told what to do and are 

not part of the “creative” process of putting information together, reserved for the 

newsroom. That may be one of the reasons there are communication problems with the 

online team. Right now the online team has a few contact points with the daily work in 

the newsroom, the MEC is one and the day-time producer is the second. They both sit on 

the first floor, with the news staff and not in the basement with the rest of the 

Mediphormedia staff. Another point of contact between the newsroom and the online 

technical team is the editorial project manager in charge of special project. However, he 

is in charge pf special multimedia coverage, has no day-to-day interaction with the 

newsroom and sits downstairs with the Web producers and developers. Apparently, even 

in a highly technological newsroom, physical coordination is preferred to “virtual” one: 

Even in an online world, most people are attuned to going with the person 
they can see rather than the person they can email. Because most of 
Mediaphormedia sits downstairs, even if [name] is supposed to be the 
Editorial Projects Manager, most people never see him and don't think of 
getting in touch with him first. Especially if they do talk to him, he listens 
to what they need and direct them to me or another producer to handle the 
situation. (Web producer). 
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 There is a disconnect between the newsrooms- the journalists- and the online team- 

the Web producers-. Mediaphormedia’s Web producers do not gather or edit the 

information that goes on the Web site since they are not trained as journalists. From the 

information obtained in this research it appears that Web producers are seen by the 

newsroom as non-journalist staff members do not take part in the “creative” process of 

content generation. Although the MEC has the authority to cross platforms and to decide 

what goes where, there are no Web producers from his staff in the news budget meetings.  

 However, editors and reporters said they increasingly talk to the daytime Web 

producer whenever they have some multimedia component. Although this improvement 

is recognized by the Web side, Web team members mention they need “to communicate 

more clearly than now” and that sometimes they still have “to find out” what kind of 

multimedia elements reporters have and whether they need help with it. Communication 

with the online team include talking to the “Web programmer that usually hangs around 

in the newsroom” (reporter) or writing emails telling them what they have for the site for 

the night Web producers to put it on the Web. Again, the technical staff is being told 

what to do but is not incorporated in the convergence efforts.  

 There is consensus that now “you go to the Web people more often than you used 

to” and that communication with the online component is better, especially when it 

comes to special projects. There is a meeting to coordinate efforts for every new project. 

News people involved in the project, the four heads (TV, print, convergence and 

assignment director) as well as the editorial project manager and someone from his team 

meet to discuss ideas and assign responsibilities. Special projects are led by the editorial 
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project manager, but the MEC decides what will be done in multimedia, how and “what 

goes where” and this was perceived as a problem by a person from the Web team 

involved in one of the recent multimedia projects the LJWorld.com produced:  

They [editorial project manager and MEC] occasionally fight turf battles, 
and some of it is passive-aggressive ‘Okay, you think you know so much, 
you organize everything.’ And this [project] was an example of how that 
hurts us. Two people with technically equal power and responsibility, who 
see the other person as not really necessary to getting the job done.  
 

 To go from three different outlets to be one media company working together 

requires “a lot of lubrication between ideal and execution” as a Web producer puts it. 

That lubrication should involve a lot of communication between the interested parties, 

namely the newsroom and the online component. In the beginning, that lubrication was 

achieved quite informally: “[the Web editor] or I would stick our noses into other 

people's business until they [reporters] got used to seeing us there.” (Web producer). As 

the transformation continues, reporters are getting more used to going to the day-time 

producer with their multimedia elements, and the managing editor for convergence 

spends more time at the “command center” so he can keep his ear “cocked for news and 

those kinds of things. Being in the office kind of walls you off from a lot of what’s going 

on”. Being available and visible most of the time, in addition to training and enterprise 

projects meetings, are the strategies the online/newsroom staff are using to ‘direct’ the 

new stage of convergence. The Web component to stories was mentioned at all the 

meetings the researcher attended, and getting people to do work for the Web is not 

special anymore. However, aside from the special projects meeting or the features beat 

meeting, all the stories discussed in the budget meetings were thought of as mainly for 

print or TV with extra components for the Web. The only stories thought of for Web 
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were some breaking news items. That is the challenge of the directed convergence stage: 

[The MEC and the editorial projects manager] are working hard to get 
people trained to think "How can I tell this story in all the ways available 
to me?" rather than "Oh, I’ve got to get some extra audio/video/photos for 
online." It's the word "extra" we’re trying to remove from the 
vocabularies. (Web producer).   
 
  

Newsroom processes online: Copy editing  

 Another challenge that the online/newsroom convergence is dealing with right now 

is the copy editing process for the Web. For any outlet that involves text, the copy editing 

process is a very careful and delicate one. However there is not yet one established for 

LJWorld.com and the need for one is recognized by management: “One of the online 

ideals is direct publishing. I can create the content and I can put it up there. One 

journalistic ideal is it goes through an editing process. You don’t want that direct 

publishing. You don’t let a reporter just put something into the newspaper without having 

read it and checked it” (MEC). 

 The copy editing for the Web has to consider different aspects. On one hand is the 

text, on the other the multimedia elements. A reporter mentions problems with both:  

We had a little embarrassing thing where somebody posted a breaking 
news story about a couple of our Websites winning awards and there’s a 
typo in it. But it’s actually interesting with like other multimedia stuff, 
with like an audio slideshow or like the podcasts I do on Fridays [are] 
really not edited, per say, at all. And I think that’s something, as we get 
better, it’d be nice to have people who, that’s like their specialty. Cause 
there’s a really wide array right now of quality when it comes to doing the 
multimedia stuff. Some of it’s good and some of it’s not. And I think we 
need to be more consistent.  
 

There is not a defined process yet, but the newsroom has begun to adapt its 

processes to the online medium. There is agreement on the fact that the text is, or should 
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be, checked by people in the command center before it goes online. As for multimedia 

elements the managing editor for convergence tries to look at it but admits it is not a 

rigorous process: “I try to check everything myself. There’s not so much of it that I can’t 

look at it or listen to it at least quickly during that time. I don’t think it’s as rigorous a 

process as it should be, but given our staffing we can’t quite get there. Again, there’s not 

too much of it coming through that I’m too worried about it.”  

 
From the Web producing perspective, there is another aspect of the Web story that 

needs to be, if not edited, at least supervised by the journalistic side:  

For example, if you look at the front page -- I'm the one who had to crop the 
lead photo, decide on the new Living feature, and make sure that the 
multimedia is in the story. Even though we are trying hard to ask for editor 
input on all of these things, if the editor does not offer the input or isn't 
available at the time, someone's got to make the decision. (Web producer) 

 
 
The copy editing process is a work in progress and it is really a matter of adaptation 

instead of just replicating practices. A copy editor points out that the workload and extra 

effort that doing a multimedia story requires is something that needs to be paid attention 

to: “Someone is doing a story with an online component and they’re working until 10 

o’clock at night on it, well, who wants to be the editor that going to sit there and say, “It’s 

ten-thirty but I think you ought to work this all around?”  

 
A final element or challenge that ties copy editing to the need for better 

communication addressed earlier is the cross-references in the different outlets. Some 

stories will be posted online first, some will go in the paper with some elements online, 

some will be on TV with a print or online component and in order to refer to those 
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properly on each medium, a system needs to be defined. A person in charge of designing 

pages and making these references explained what she thinks the process is:  

“I think [MEC] will send them [Web producers] a list of the extras and then 
the Web producers will send a list to the coy desk that says: here’s all the 
stuff that’s going with this and so they will know what to put on the print 
editing. So like, if there’s a podcast the Webmaster lets the copydesk know 
so we can refer to it and get people to go online. (Assistant city editor). 
 
On the day of the interview the managing editor for convergence mentioned some 

references to online components that had not been referred to in the paper and 

acknowledged that there are problems in that area.  

 

Convergence in the advertising and marketing department 

To change the media environment in the company involved more than the 

newsroom. The marketing strategy had to change to promote a converged product and the 

advertising department also needed to adapt to offer the new operation’s products and 

services to the customers.  

On the marketing side, convergence began with a directive to the marketing 

manager for TV that she should switch from doing TV commercials for the company’s 

in-house promotions to doing print, Web and TV promotions “with the special emphasis 

on promoting what was going on in the newsroom. So if we had a converged special 

project, it was up to me to promote it” (Marketing manager). Although she was involved 

in the planning of the convergence groups and was present at those, it was difficult to 

promote content with the newly converged newsroom in a different building.  
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The biggest change in the marketing department was the message in the 

promotions: you can’t say “We’re the best; we’re the first; we’re the greatest; we’re the 

only one you should watch” because suddenly you have to promote everybody. And so it 

was a matter of honing in on what the strengths of each medium were to promote it” 

(marketing director). Due to the number of media outlets, one of the challenges the 

marketing director faced was not having the time or resources to focus on a product and 

she remembers branding everything as a converged project, as a three-pronged entity. 

Coordination efforts for this involved working with the head of 6News, Journal-

World, and the online department, or with the World Online director, when he came 

along. The marketing director also “attended meetings for projects that required long-

range planning but not the daily news meetings. There was a great deal of impromptu 

meetings going on and emails, etc.” 

At about the same time the news convergence efforts began and the marketing 

strategy had to shift, the advertising department also had to get ready to sell the 

convergence operation to their customers. They decided to start the process of selling 

print, TV and online. Two drivers for this effort were mentioned: first, the owner Dolph 

Simons, Jr., had given a “convergence directive or expectation”, and second “many of 

our customers were expressing their frustration with our lack of coordination when 

working with them.” (Corporate advertising director). 

Competition between print and TV was not exclusive to the newsroom. In the 

advertising area, a corporate job position was created “to oversee the development of a 

converged advertising effort that would eliminate the internal competition we were 

dealing with” (Corporate Advertising Director). The advertising department not only had 
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to deal with competition from salespeople from different medium but also with 

advertisers who did not understand the value of Internet advertising. A third challenge as 

noted by the advertising director was “the lack of a synchronized plan between the 

advertising department and the online staff”. 

In the beginning, the advertising department had a print sales staff and one online-

only salesperson to sell the Web. As the Web aspect grew and there were more sites and 

more content to promote, it was decided that specific people in different sales team that 

would be trained to be multimedia representatives:  

So they took the best representative out of the group and ‘let’s train them 
to sell all media’. Then, what they did after that, they took all of those 
people and let’s put them in a group and they focus on account by account, 
by account, and they try to raise the spending with our company by a 
certain percentage. So they would go out like a task force, like a SWAT 
team and they go out to this account and just pick it apart. (Sales director) 
 

As a result, according to a sales person, they started to see greater spending on an 

account-by-account basis. That was mostly done with bigger accounts because they 

meant “bigger decisions, bigger costs, bigger funds and bigger contracts” and that needed 

a lot of time and effort. So the next decision was to train everyone to be a multimedia 

representative. The problem with this was that although they all had the training, when it 

came to actually selling and securing a contract, they would fall into “comfort zones”:  

 
We trained them all across the media but they go up to their favorite 
accounts that they know they can secure, they feel confident in, and what 
happens is you bring somebody in to sell print, but then you cross train 
them to sell everything else and then what happens is they end up falling 
in comfort zones and so you can only cross train them so far and call them 
a multimedia representative so far because everybody has still has trouble 
going out there and say ‘let me put together this huge package for you, it 
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will have this, this and that’ and push all of that confidently. (Sales 
director) 

 
 

This is why currently there is one print sales team that sells advertising in print 

and online exclusively, and one TV sales team who only sells TV. “My reluctance to 

have one staff that sells everything is due to the results of our convergence team test. We 

do have some salespeople that handle an account for all media, but that would be less 

than 50 customers.” (Advertising Director). The advertising staff defines its job as 

focusing on a multimedia approach that has been present for more than four years, but the 

way that approach was managed has changed over time, according to what worked and 

what did not with salespeople and advertisers. To increase new business development, 

last year the advertising department changed its sales structure, hiring and training 

processes, in a similar way to the newsroom. Regarding hiring and training, the process is 

more rigorous, involves the human resources department and looks for candidates outside 

traditional media:  

We take candidates through a much more demanding process for 
interviewing. We eliminate candidates through a call screen process. Once 
chosen for a face-to-face interview, we have a set of questions that we 
developed with the help of our human resources director. If they get past 
the first interview, they have to make a sales presentation on the phone 
and in-person in another interview. Once hired, they go through a three-
week orientation and training process before they ever see their account 
list or start selling. This is very different than we did it before or how other 
newspapers conduct their training. We are also looking outside of 
traditional media for candidates. We have three salespeople from the 
telecommunications industry (cell phones) for example. (Advertising 
director) 
 
As far as the structural changes, upper management has tried to take all non-sales 

duties away from salespeople as this was one of the problems encountered along the way: 
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“As we changed our sales structure and staff expectations we turned over (lost) a large 

portion of our sales staff.  All salespeople are now able to focus all of their time on sales”. 

(Advertising director). To do so, they have incorporated the role of account coordinators, 

one for every three salespeople, who handle the interaction with the customer after the 

sale. There is not an online sales staff but there is one online coordinator “to help with 

information, training, proposals, and sales calls as needed. Ninety five percent of our 

online sales happen without any help from the coordinator.” (Advertising director). The 

sales design is put together by the advertising manager and it includes pre-call research, 

needs assessment, post call proposal and presentation: “we bring our current customers 

multi-media solutions to their marketing challenges. No proposal leaves the building 

without multi-media recommendations built in.” (Advertising director). The middle 

managers’ role in the change is key, in the same way it is for the newsroom, and the 

department has implemented more training to make sure that not only the salespeople but 

also the managers understand the idea of selling multi-media and new media. To continue 

to have managers and salespeople on the same page has been mentioned as one of the 

aspects that need more work. There is also a mention of aggressive sales goals, as 

opposed to the organic approach the newsroom followed:  

Our sales goals are very aggressive. We expect double-digit growth each 
month. Each salesperson is constantly evaluated on what they are selling 
and how much new business they are developing. The salesperson can 
routinely make their goal, but if they are not performing to expectations in 
other areas, we will address it as a performance issue and ultimately they 
could lose their job. (Advertising director).  

 
 

Finally, efforts also include educating advertisers about the Web and how 

it can be part of their business. Through educational seminars the advertising 
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department shows advertisers market research and media trends and also gives 

them a heads-up on the World Company’s products and future strategies. 

The multimedia and new media approach to sales is fundamental as the 

commercial Web-based products developed by Mediaphormedia play a much more 

important role in driving advertising results. The advertising department “has grown a lot 

bigger than simply putting ads on a newspaper Web site.” (Sales director)  

 

Converging in a profitable way  

 Commitment to high quality journalism, stories that are never driven by economic 

interests, the feeling of reporters that there is “a lot of money being thrown into the 

Internet that is not necessarily profitable right now” and never hearing that a project 

“does not make sense financially” are examples of the news staff opinions regarding the 

company’s commitment to journalistic values before economic ones. Its employees see 

the company as committed to journalism and excellence. But, as at any company, 

revenues and profits are an important part of its functioning. The company’s philosophy, 

as expressed by the COO, brings those two concepts together:  

 
The company philosophy is that compelling, pertinent content will bring 
readers and viewers, and that those readers and viewers will enable us to 
have relationships with advertisers that will support our endeavors. 
Journalism and content come first. Part of being successful relates to being 
profitable, so that the company can employ top-flight people, not have to 
be fearful of taking on governmental entities or other powers in behalf of 
the community and can sustain itself.  (COO).  

 
It’s always about great journalism but that’s not a problem here, quality 
journalism (is) priority number one in every department. So the real task at 
that point is what are we doing to make revenue, to put money behind that 
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quality journalism, to pay for our 45-50 editorial team to create a news 
communication company. (Sales director). 

   

The World Company started putting some of its newspaper content online in 

1995. That was its first effort to incorporate the Web into the news process. The 

convergence transformation the company went through included efforts to try to find 

newer and better ways to put content online. The World Company’s Web talent is 

recognized inside and outside the company. Rob Curley and his very talented Web 

producer’s team created award-winning Web sites that allowed targeting new audiences 

and a better use of technology to tell stories. 

 But despite the awards, the World Online was not generating profits. For upper 

management, this had to do with the amount of investment in the Web initiatives: 

I tell people that as we continued to add staff for support, and for software 
design, I was always reminded of the title of the Henning Mankell novel, 
One Step Behind, because our profitability in the combined Web 
initiatives was always a step behind the investments we were making in 
further initiatives. (COO) 

  
For the Mediaphormedia sales director, it also had to do with personality. For 

him, Curley was a man of big ideas but these had no solid plan or structure behind them 

and no business plan was created to support those ideas. He said that since Curley’s 

departure, the company’s initiatives have turned toward revenue streams:  

Since Rob left, online revenues have gone to the roof. Since Rob left 
we’ve developed Marketplace which going to be one of the most sought 
after money-maker in the newspaper industry in terms of making 
money online through online business directories. Ellington wouldn’t 
have been possible, I mean Rob was here for two or three years when 
we were doing this and it never came to fruition until Rob left and all of 
the sudden Dan [Cox] built a business model behind it. 
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Strong investment on Web initiatives, no business model thought to capitalize on 

those Web initiatives, and the lack of advertisers’ knowledge of the Web are three 

potential reasons why the Web division did not generate revenue in the first 10 years.   

After 10 years of what the COO considers investment in the company’s future, the the 

online unit made its first profit, “based on revenues of slightly less than a million 

dollars.” According to the advertising director, the day came when his division had 

enough advertising revenue from the online sites to make a profit for the online 

department. As the newsroom moved beyond putting print news on the Web, the 

advertising department has also moved  beyond ads and banners for the Web, and 

revenue and profits in the Web operations continue to grow. The advertising department 

recognized the importance of online revenues and through interaction and coordination 

with Mediaphormedia, it benefit substantially from their innovative capabilities: “As 

print revenues continue to decline or shift online, we have to have a much larger ad 

platform if online revenues hope to continue to grow.  We think Marketplace takes us 

there.” (Advertising Director). According to the advertising department, online revenue, 

not including Mediahphormedia software sales, is 9% of all newspaper revenues. They 

expect this to grow to 17% by the end of 2008 and they also expect Marketplace to 

account for 25% of the online sales. The following chart shows how each product 

contributes to the online sales: 
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Online sales Not including software Including software 

Banners/Sponsorships 27% 7% 

Classified 53% 40% 

Marketplace 20% 15% 

Software sales (Ellington) -- 38% 

 Source: The World Company Advertising Department 

Marketplace and Ellington are two Web-based products that are generating bigger 

revenues for the company. But the most important aspect of these two initiatives is that 

they show a commitment from upper management to continue investing in online 

technologies and how the advertisement department understood the possibilities of the 

Web for their function in the company.  

 The commitment to create the Django Open Source Project was amazing. 
We’re on the ground floor of online journalism and some of the rising 
stars in the Web development world are working on building us some 
really incredible software. So they go to their bosses, who for all their love 
of journalism are also about making profits, and they explain that they 
want the basis of this great software to be open source. And in many 
companies, the response to that would be laughter, derision, or even pink 
slips. Here, they said, "Okay. Is there a way to do that and also make 
money? (Web producer). 
 

The product [Marketplace] was been fully developed by brainstorming 
and collaboration between advertising and online here at The Lawrence 
Journal-World. I don’t know what the relationship between those 
departments is like at other newspapers, but we’ve been working 
together for years and we have a very positive, nurturing environment 
here. (Advertising director) 
 
It is important to note that even without the commercialization of these two 

products, the online advertising sales were starting to generate a profit and that even 
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considering the size and scope of the software sale, online classifieds are the biggest 

source of online income.  

 

Changes in the business model 

Online technology has brought changes to the business model in two 

opportunities. In the beginning, putting the content online forced a change in the business 

model by changing paid subscribers revenue to online advertising, something that was 

not easy to explain to some of the most traditional owners. Dan Simons remembered 

getting thank-you letter from 900 subscribers that could now get their news on the Web 

and being demanded for an explanation about that idea “and so Dad comes in, puts these 

letter in my face ‘You just cancelled a subscription because you are putting our content 

out for free! What the hell is going on here?’”  

The Web and the applications developed by software development portion of the 

company have allowed a change in the business model again, adding a source of revenue 

and once more challenging the organizational structure and the definition of new roles.  

As sales of Ellington -- our commercial news publishing platform built 
on top of Django -- continue to grow, our little team has grown as 
well. About six months ago, we spun off "Ellington" group into an 
LLC called Mediaphormedia. (Lead Web developer). 

 
 

Ellington 
The online department was left to grow as much as it wanted to, trying to develop 

software that would help the newsroom in their online and convergence efforts. As the 

programmers and developers built sites like LJWorld.com, www.lawrence.com, 
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kusports.com, and others, they started building up a large library of code for online 

publishing and they wanted to go open-source with it. To go open-source means to offer 

the content for free so that other people can build more things based on that free content. 

And this is where the big commitment was shown and what online people think sets this 

media company apart from any other:  

 
I’m just floored by how wonderful the World Company has been in this 
respect. I don't know of a *single* other newsmedia company in the 
*world* that shows the commitment to Open Source that this company 
does; it really is incredible. The trust they placed in us when we asked to 
release Django continues to amaze me. Management saw the benefits of 
opening up Django immediately and gave us free reign to determine the 
details of what should be open and what should be kept closed. (Asterisks 
in the original) (Lead Web developer).  

 
The management supported the decision to open-source part of that code and also 

a way to generate money was developed. About three years ago, the codebase was split 

into two parts as the lead develop explains: “’Django’, a (free) set of tools for 

programmers to use to rapidly develop Websites, and "Ellington", an online publishing 

platform for newspapers. (…)You can think of Django as a set of tools, and Ellington as a 

house.” For the lead developer, the decision to open Django sent a very strong supportive 

message to the Web development team and also proved to be good in economic terms: 

“We’ve had a number of sales (of Ellington) come directly from clients who've looked at 

and been impressed by Django.” The Mediaphormedia sales director supports this vision 

as Ellington is sold to media companies around the world, has become a new revenue 

stream and “has made us more money since it started than the online department made 

probably the first three years I worked here.”  

This also demanded the organization to adapt. The World Company became 
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Mediaphormedia, LLC and its director, Dan Cox, is not involved in the everyday 

operation of LJWorld.com or the convergence operation, as they are trying “to take off 

some responsibilities from his shoulders so that he could grow Mediaphormedia and our 

software business” (COO). The sales and promotion for Ellington are in charge of a sales 

director. 

 

Marketplace 
 

While the newsroom moves away from shovelware content and tries to find new 

ways to utilize technology to tell the stories, the advertising department is trying to do the 

same by leveraging on the talent of the Web division. The second Web-based revenue 

generator is Marketplace, a local online business directory that was launched on April 3, 

2007. According to the business plan, Marketplace provides all businesses in Lawrence 

“a free Web page that contains valuable consumer information like store hours, Web site 

link, and photo, in addition to the standard name, address and phone number, and map 

found in other online listings.” So far, Marketplace has brought an increase in customers’ 

Web spending but more importantly for the advertising department, it will allow them to 

have a larger ad platform: “we now have a significant new online product and new 

direction to take our customers and non-customers online. We think it will open 

numerous new avenues for revenue growth online, beyond classified verticals and 

banner/display ads.” (Advertising director)  

The idea for this product started in the advertising department and was then taken 

to the online department. Mediaphormedia started working on the concept and added new 

ideas.  For the sales director at Mediaphormedia, “the organic growth in the newsroom is 
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why our content management product [Ellington] is so great.” In the same way, the new 

and better ways the newsroom continues to find to tell stories on an online platform 

reflect positively on Marketplace, as it is placed in the LJWorld.com site. Marketplace 

and Ellington are both examples of collaborative efforts produced by convergence in the 

World Company, and both also benefit from the convergence transformation of the 

newsroom. They have transformed what does the company do and for whom and how 

does the company generate revenue, all aspects of a business model. Convergence means 

that The World Company is now more than a media company, and LJWorld.com is more 

than a newspaper-related Website. The transformation process and adaptations needed to 

reach this status went beyond changes in the newsroom or the creation of a Website. It 

passed through different areas and divisions that followed a non-linear path to adapt to 

the directive given by the ownership. The approach to change, the strategies and the 

management practices in each department, and for each situation, were different and have 

tried to be explained in detail in this section. The next chapter links these findings with 

previous studies in the area and provides potential topics for discussion. 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 
 

 

The question that guided this research was, what were the transformations related 

to the use of online technologies as part of the convergence operation at the Journal-

World in Lawrence Kansas? In the findings chapter, changes, adaptations and decisions 

have been listed and described, emphasizing the importance of context as both a product 

and a cause of new media. Being an exploratory case study, a narrative and descriptive 

approach has been followed, as there was no intention to establish cause-effect 

relationships or to support or reject hypotheses. However, under the theoretical 

framework and previous work on the mutual shaping of society and technology as well as 

on organizational change, there were some expected characteristics in the change and the 

way adaptations could have been performed. This chapter will address those, comparing 

what was expected to what was found.  It will provide a summary of difficulties and 

challenges the LJWorld.com encountered along the way to become part of the 

convergence operation of the World Company.  

The study of processes involved in technological change are of vital importance 

for media companies and journalists, as they try to adapt to a constant changing 

environment and attempt to take advantage of what online technology can offer to deliver 

a message. The mutual shaping of society and technology theoretical approach proved to 

be useful as the newsroom and the online team shaped technology but also as its 
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identities were reconstituted in the process like Kline and Pinch (1999) state. A 

transformation in different areas and aspects was needed for online technologies to 

impact the news organization of the World Company. The change was not triggered by 

the existence of technology but by institutional decisions that led to the embracement of 

technological possibilities in the news operation. The triangulation of communication, 

technology and organization described by Boczkowski (2005) can, indeed, be applied to 

this case of media innovation. The organizational structure changed, communication in 

the newsroom and the relationship between areas were adjusted and are still being 

worked on, and technology was taken advantage of, as well as shaped by needs and 

expectations in the newsroom.  

 

Stages in the change 

Emergence of new media is a process and in this case it has been identified as a 

gradual, non-linear one. Interviewees experienced difficulty when trying to identify 

stages or milestones during the transformation as everything seemed to “kind of ebbed 

and flowed”, describes a current manager who was a reporter when the change started. It 

was expected that the changes would follow the three phases identified by Boczkowski 

(2005) namely repurposing of content, recombination of practices and creation of original 

content. However, this categorization did not seem to be particularly useful for this case. 

Interviewees related the use of online technology in the LJWorld.com with convergence 

efforts in the newsroom. Indeed the LJWorld.com has used all three kinds of information 

practices but it continues to use them concurrently. The three methods are practiced 
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together to create the Web site. The reason given for this is that the LJWorld.com is not 

just a newspaper-associated site, but part of a convergence effort that includes print and 

TV as well. The MEC explains how they will continue to use all three practices: “we do 

all those things [repurposing, recombination, creation of original content] and I think as 

long as we’re a news organization that does have a print component and does have a TV 

broadcast component, that we will always be doing all those things.” More research could 

be done to compare the way converged newsrooms have adopted online technology 

versus traditional newspaper newsrooms or television operations.  

The stages of change for the LJWorld.com are related to the creation of the 

converged newsroom. The findings of this study are expressed in terms of those stages, 

describing the challenges, problems and adaptations needed for each of the big phases of 

transformation. The three stages are:  

1. Cultural adaptation: The decision was made that convergence was going to 

happen, but the focus of the newsroom was creating collaborative processes 

between print and TV staff. Although the LJWorld.com already existed and 

technical capabilities could have allowed creation that moved beyond 

shovelware practices, online content was not a priority. That is an example of 

how technology does not push change by itself. Most difficulties and 

challenges related to overcoming the cultural clash between print and TV. 

Problems involving multimedia refer to bad management practices, authority 

and not knowing how to take advantage of technology.  

2. Organic stage: The online team and content played a very important role, as 

the Web development component of the convergence mix grew 
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exponentially. Newsroom staff was not pressured into doing multimedia; 

everyone could contribute as much or as little as wanted. The context had 

changed and the competitive mindset was no longer a problem. Changes in 

this stage included a new boss with different authority, a new team with fresh 

technical skills, structure, responsibilities and expectations. All of this came 

together to produce a different product and a different organization. Problems 

at this stage involved a feeling of disconnection between the LJWorld.com 

and the newsroom as a team. The organic stage had a breaking point when 

Curley left. The early organic stage is characterized for online sites and 

content creation but more emphasis placed on individualistic efforts rather 

than involving everyone in the process. Without a head to direct the 

multimedia efforts during the late organic stage, online content creation was 

left to grow literally organically with no person responsible for overseeing it. 

3. Directed stage: This is when online creation and multimedia converged 

efforts are being incorporated into the newsroom not only with directed 

projects but also with day-to-day convergence presence in the meetings and 

newsroom coordination. Formal and scheduled trainings are implemented and 

software to create multimedia content has been installed in those computers 

that previously did not have it. Challenges and difficulties in this stage 

involve the organizational structure as responsibilities are not clear and there 

is the feeling that there are too many bosses. Power struggles from the first 

stage have turned into “interesting power dynamics” perceived by the staff 

not only for the print and online component but also within the online team. 
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Communication with and inside the online team is also considered one of the 

biggest challenges. The desk distribution has changed again and there are no 

more beat pods. This is a reflection of what is considered the next big 

decision for the converged newsroom: to have one staff or two. The online 

team, will move away from the newsroom into a new building as the 

operation has grown not online in terms of content but in terms of their 

impact on the company’s revenue and business model.  

 

Communication between the newsroom and the Web team 

The need for more coordination and communication with the online team is not 

unusual. Zavoina & Reichert’s (2000) study regarding coordination for visual news 

coverage found that hand-in-hand work between online and the hard copy counterpart 

was the anomaly. Although this coordination is perceived as having improved in the 

LJWorld.com case, it is also perceived as one of the biggest challenges and issues that 

need more work. “Running up and down the stairs a lot” to coordinate coverage, as 

expressed by a Web producer, shows that there is work to be done on this area. It was 

expected to find that there were more articulation work needed with the online team and 

indeed more articulation was needed, but more emphasis was placed in creating 

collaborative work between print and online. This may be because the print and online 

staff are journalists and the online team is basically a technical staff. It was interesting to 

note that people in the newsroom do not know what the online team’s background is. 

Although most of the interviewees thought of them as more “geeky guys” and Web 
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programmers, one person believed that they were journalists. Their background does not 

really matter to the newsroom as the Web producers take their orders from the news staff  

and not expected to create the content but mainly the “extra” material following 

journalists’ instructions. Given the fact that hand-in-hand work and communication with 

the online team seems to be a problem in newsrooms, the perception of the online team 

by the newsroom and vice versa should be researched more thoroughly.  

In the early stage, it was expected to find a set of rules very similar to those in 

print but this area diverged completely. Since the LJWorld.com has grown more from a 

convergence effort and it is not just a newspaper-related Website, its function did not 

have much to do with the print newsroom. Work cycles were different from the very 

beginning and even today, print practices such as editing and copyediting are still not 

fully implemented. For some reporters and editors the process to upload to the Web is the 

same as always: they craft the story, they put it in a bin and Web people upload it. 

However, several staff members said that more editing, quality control and 

communication is needed 

Since there is not a distinct journalistic online team, the online unit’s structure did 

not copy the newsroom model of reporter-editor-layout - output.  The online unit’s 

workflow is reporter-Web producer – output.  The MEC said he is now trying to look at 

more Web content before it goes out. 

Time cycles for newsroom people did not change. Only one editor mentioned that 

they now all work the 24/7 work cycle of the Web. Most editors and reporters mention 

that being a print reporter also means being paying attention to news all the time and 
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having to come to the office at any time if something big happens, so they did not see 

much change.  

To meet the challenge of coordination technical work with journalistic work, the 

Journal-World should incorporate the technical staff into the day-to-day newsroom 

meetings and other structured communication. This research suggests that the presence of 

the MEC on the converged meetings might not be enough to guarantee a true inclusion of 

the Web site in the convergence efforts. Perhaps the daytime Web producer should sit in 

those meetings too. This would help formalize coordination between the MEC and the 

Web producers and would make it easier to plan daily multimedia coverage and requests 

with the newsroom, as there would be no surprises for producers in the online team, and 

reporters and editors from the newsroom can explain them directly what they want and 

they can be told exactly what is needed in terms of resources and time for that. The day-

time Web producer can keep track of which pieces will have an online component and 

what kind of material he should be expecting. The MEC would no longer need to worry 

about that task and the MEC efforts would concentrate on creating more opportunities for 

convergence, generating more ideas, in summary, the journalistic aspect of the online 

content.  

Transformation or development? Reorientation or variation? 

The type of change intervention, follows under the category of Organization 

Transformation as defined by Porras and Silver (1994), as it was intended to help the 

organization “create desirable future environments”, especially in the beginning of the 

change when it was not clear where this shift would lead. However, with the move into 
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the directed stage, where there is a better idea of what technology can do and there are 

some goals of what the company wants (to involve everyone in the change), the company 

can move into organizational development, that is, a change to improve its fit into 

“expected future environments” (Porras & Silvers, 1994, p.84).  

Innovation in product development is described by Normann (1971) as following 

one of two routes: a new product can either be a reorientation or a variation of a previous 

one. An important finding is that innovation with online technologies in the LJWorld.com 

used both routes. The editorial aspect followed a reorientation, in which changes were 

needed but were often able to be accommodated in the existing framework of the system. 

Organizational charts needed to change slightly and job descriptions were adapted, but 

the core of the newsroom and the company remained the same. However, as a product of 

the constant shape of technology and society, the online team developed and grew 

beyond the editorial aspect and got to a point were a reorientation of the business and the 

company was needed. The World Online, now Mediaphormedia LLC, was basically split 

into two teams. One would continue the reorientation route to adapt and change with the 

newsroom and the editorial projects and the other was a variation of the previous Web 

team and that brought changes to the business model with new revenues streams and new 

commercial products. This use of variations and reorientations highlights the importance 

of the process over the final product. More research should be done on describing and 

understanding variations and reorientations in other online newspapers.  
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Proactive decision, reactive traits 

American dailies’ culture of innovation was defined by researchers as marked by 

“reactive, defensive and pragmatic traits” (Boczkowski, 2005, p.51). But given the 

culture of innovation that the World Company takes pride in, it was expected that its Web 

efforts might not have followed the same pattern. The innovative culture and vision of the 

World Company and the Simons family were acknowledged and mentioned by every 

interviewee. The decision to own a cable company back in 1969, to start buying Web 

domains in 1994 and put up content in 1995 were mentioned as examples of this 

innovative culture. Despite this innovation vision, the convergence change was seen as 

reactive. The owners’ decision was seen as proactive in trying to meet the change, but 

reactive in the way they attempted to implement it. The reactive change is characterized 

by the lack of an outlined plan, goals and objectives, as well as action without a clear idea 

of how they wanted to reach their goals or what those specific goals were. All of these 

made the organization adapt mostly as a reaction to how things were going as analyzed 

by ownership and upper management, and not defining strategies to anticipate what could 

happen. This case follows the American weeklies reactive traits mentioned by 

Boczkowski (2005). An example of how decisions were reactive relates to one of 

Singer’s (2003) findings about the concerns in converged newsrooms: time pressures and 

concern for workload. Some of the reactive traits to deal with these concerns were 

emphasizing the requirement of a 40-hour week and that overtime would be paid if 

needed; adapting performance reviews to evaluate and value convergence efforts; having 

people in charge of overseeing and assigning converged and multimedia tasks so that 

there is not overlapping or over assignment for the staff members; and providing training 
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for everyone in the newsroom. Some of these reactive decisions were made fairly 

quickly, others, like formalizing training efforts, took more time. But they all respond to 

situations that already existed the newsroom as the potential outcome of the change was 

not analyzed in-depth before it was implemented.  

 

Lack of clear hierarchy and collaborative work relationships 

One of the researcher’s strongest perceptions of the newsroom was the lack of a 

clear hierarchy regarding the online component. Some mention it as a problem, others 

just as a fact. However, power struggles and interesting power dynamics were perceived 

as a current and potential problem in the converged newsroom. The confusing hierarchy 

and definition of roles calls for cooperation: “too many bosses, too many middle 

managers … It’s gotta be very cooperative. People have to buy into this idea or else it just 

becomes little power struggles here and there”  

The lack of a clear hierarchy may be associated with what other authors 

(Boczkowski, 2005; Kanter, 2001; Pavlik, 2005 and 1998) describe as one of the 

characteristics in online newsrooms, the shift from a hierarchical to a heterarchical 

institution where collaborative open practices replace “secretive, hierarchical, 

administrative bureaucracies” (Kanter, 2001, p.16). However, the LJWorld.com is not an 

online newsroom nor is it just a newspaper-associated Web site and therefore, does not fit 

entirely the notion of neither a hierarchical newsroom nor a heterarchical one. Since there 

is not a team dedicated exclusively to the creation of content for the Web, collaborative 

practices between the print, TV and multimedia staff are primordial.  Since the beginning 
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of the transformation, the need for a person with the authority to decide across media (at 

some point called “the convergence czar”) was acknowledged. However, to immerse the 

newsroom as a whole in the transformation, this one person’s authority has to be mixed 

with more collaborative practices and more communication. The LJWorld.com seems to 

be somewhere in the middle between a hierarchical multimedia newsroom and a 

heterarchical one. That middle point is precisely were the ‘interesting power dynamics’ 

arise and that is where communication and leadership are key. The communication 

problems arise as the online product requires the effort from other newsrooms. Special 

attention needs to be paid to communication and collaboration, as it is not a problem 

exclusive of this case. Organizational change literature mentions task interdependence 

and the need for unity as those situations where establishing collaborative relations is an 

overall problem (Schein, 1994), like the LJWorld.com is right now.  

The difficulties of managing creative people, which includes journalists, have 

been established in media management literature (Killebrew, 2003, Sohn et al, 1999) and 

they emphasize leadership and interaction from managers as well as team building as part 

of positive work strategies in media organizations. Management practices were indeed 

identified as one of the biggest problems in implementing change in the converged 

newsroom. To increase interaction, managers spend more time in the “command center” 

where they are available to the staff and more prone to listen to and interact with what is 

going on in the newsroom. Team building to incorporate multimedia into the newsroom 

is encouraged via meetings and special projects. There are three daily meetings in the 

newsroom and the managing editor for convergence is present in all of them. Despite this, 

there is the feeling that work still need to be done to coordinate between the print and TV 
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stories and multimedia. There is not a single meeting for the online component and 

communication is informal. This may be a sign of the heterarchical approach to online 

newsrooms mentioned above, but in this case, it is more a sign of lack of coordination 

and power struggle issues. Heterarchy requires a lot of collaborative efforts in order to 

work and also in order for power dynamics to be perceived as appropriate and helpful to 

promote change.  

Another difference with previous research regards the difficulties in the transition 

to online news. Previous research mentions not using all of the Web’s potential, copying 

print routines and not reinventing themselves on the Web (Boczkowski, 2005; Dibean & 

Garrison, 2005). However, in this case, these would not be the main difficulties. No print 

routines were copied, as there was no traditional journalistic online team. On the other 

hand, the site utilized the Web’s potential quite early and continues to do so being 

recognized by the industry for that. The main difficulty for the LJWorld.com arises from 

its converged context and the need for cooperation with the newsroom to create content. 

The challenge is a disconnection between the online department and the newsroom.   

 

Online transforms advertising and changes the business model  

Online technologies have given a variety of answers to the questions a business 

model should answer: what does the company do and for whom, what are their products 

and how are they different from the competition, how do they produce revenue and where 

does this come from. (Timmers,1998; Picard, 2002).  In the beginning, the decision to put 

content online for free changed the subscription revenue model and placed more 
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importance on the Web as a possibility for advertisers and readers. As the Web site 

started to grow and gain importance, online sales for the medium reflected its growth. 

More recently, the software division of Mediaphormedia has also transformed how they 

produce revenues, what does the company does and for whom.  

Use of technology not only affected the newsroom, but other areas have also 

experienced changes that have to do with decisions that involve online technologies. 

With the beginning of the convergence effort, a Corporate Advertising and Marketing 

position was created to deal with the internal competition. Online advertising sales 

brought changes to the structure of the advertising department, challenging the training of 

the sales team. It also changed the relationship with the advertisers as there was a need to 

educate them about the Web. The change in the advertising department was not organic 

as in the newsroom. The advertising department approach is defined as aggressive, with 

selling goals clearly established. The way online sales are managed has changed from 

having one person in charge of selling ads on the Web, to training multimedia 

representatives who would sell ads on all mediums, to having joint teams that go together 

to see advertisers. An online coordinator, one account coordinator for every three 

salespeople to alleviate administrative responsibilities from salespeople and an 

advertising manager who puts new sales designs together, as well as people dedicated to 

selling the new products and services created by Mediaphormedia, are some of the latest 

changes the advertising department has undergone. The hiring process also needed to 

change as more emphasis is placed on convergence and especially on multimedia and 

new media “as print revenues continue to decline or shift online” (Advertising director).  
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Online technology and communication between the online and the advertising 

department have taken the selling products beyond banners and display advertisements. 

Marketplace, a local online directory is an example of mutual shaping of technology in 

the advertising area. Although Ellington, the content management system sold by the 

World Company was entirely born from Mediaphormedia and their work on the World’s 

Web sites, interaction with the newsroom and the advertising department contributed to 

the product developing a business model behind it. Again, the vision and constant 

leadership from ownership and upper management could be seen in these changes.  

The impact of online technologies and convergence on advertising departments is 

a potential topic for further research that would like to look at ways of adapting and 

embracing technological change to generate revenue. 

 

Anchors to the change 

Another important aspect of organizational transformation is not only what 

changes but what stays the same, and it was also one of the objectives of this study to try 

to define which were the anchors to the change. Literature in media management 

highlights the importance of leadership in a newsroom and this case supports that claim. 

A constant commitment to journalism was considered the first priority in the 

newsroom and it was this commitment that drove investment in online talent and helped 

in the creation and sale of Ellington. Financial support was provided to develop Web 

initiatives even though profits in that area were lower than the investment as it was seen 

as an investment in the company’s future. The decision to pay for overtime also shows 
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commitment and financial support from upper management and recognition of the extra 

time that multimedia content takes. Cross-training was perceived not to be enough and 

most interviewees that stepped up to convergence and online content creation remember 

their training as a personal endeavor. Although work is being done in that area to provide 

all the staff with the skills needed to do multimedia, training could not be consider an 

anchor for change nor an element of success in this case. High standards, on the other 

hand, were mentioned as part of what made the transformation successful. Although 

multimedia training was perceived not to be enough and most interviewees that stepped 

up to convergence and online content creation remember their training as a personal 

endeavor, the newsroom or company could be described as a nurturing environment as 

convergence was always encouraged and shown the support of the owners.  

Support from the top and leadership were constantly mentioned as key in this 

change. Owners’ and upper management’s support of the transformation was mentioned 

with different examples: their presence in the first converged meetings, conversations 

between the president of electronic division and editors about how to produce more 

multimedia, COO meetings with the staff to push the change, hiring Web talents and 

trusting their ideas and proposals and, in general, encouragement of new ideas. 

Leadership and management are clearly distinct in this case. Mentions were made to the 

fact that this change was achieved despite managers and management practices and that it 

would have been impossible without leadership. More attention should be placed on the 

importance of a vision in newsroom and on training managers to promote and act 

accordingly to that vision.  
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Is this experience transferable?  

There are two unique factors that may make the Lawrence Journal-World 

experience non-transferable to other news organizations. The first is its unique 

communications position in the Lawrence market -- it owns the community’s newspaper, 

cable and local telephone service.   The company’s own Web site claims that nine out of 

10 Lawrence residents get their news from a World Company product:  

Because of its diversity, The World Company has become the news source 
for Lawrence and surrounding communities. Statistics show that nine out 
of 10 local households each day turn to the company's newspaper, cable 
television or Internet editions to receive information. (n.d., para.13) 

The second is that it is a family-owned company and therefore need not respond 

to shareholders or to a bigger parent company. Being family-owned reduced many of the 

potential problems when dealing with the investment in convergence journalism.  

Focusing on the process and not on the final product allowed this research to 

identify necessary organizational adaptations and potential problems other media 

companies may face when trying to adopt convergence practices. These include decisions 

regarding organizational structure and administrative practices and even advertising 

strategies. This case study has found that there are aspects need special attention to 

smooth a convergence transition.  

Convergence as a company strategy 
Media companies that want to adopt convergence practices must assume that 

these involve all the teams in the newsroom and departments outside the newsroom. By 

embracing convergence, a media company is changing they way many of their 

departments do their work. Job descriptions and organizational charts will change and 
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authority has to be clearly defined. Changes in job descriptions not only change the way a 

paper’s journalists work, but the product they produce. That in turn changes the way 

those products are marketed, offered, distributed, etc.  To make this a profitable effort, 

the advertising department had to be involved in the transformation. They needed to 

change their organizational chart, their communicative practices with the technical staff, 

the training and hiring of salespeople and also what they sold. The World Company 

reacted to what convergence meant for the organization and they are still working on that. 

However, more information is available no, more research and more practical examples 

in the market. Media companies should now be proactive in terms of trying to anticipate 

the kind of adaptations convergence might bring to the way they do business.  

Integrated Human Resources 
As an information-gathering operation is converged, human resources and 

administrative practices will need to adapt to that new vision. Performance evaluations 

needed to change to effectively assess the progress and contribution of each employee to 

the company. Hiring practices also needed to adapt to the new needs of the company. Not 

only the profile of new employees but also the hiring process changed. As the newsroom 

and the advertising department wanted people that could operate in different platforms 

more emphasis is put in flexibility and willingness to take the challenge. In the 

newsroom, all managing editors are involved in the selection of a new reporter. In the 

advertising department, salespeople now come from different backgrounds and 

industries.  

An incentive policy should also be considered part of an integrated human 

resource’s strategy. Change may bring fear and reluctance from the staff. Incentives are 
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thought to address those two by keeping employees’ morale high and showing support 

for their efforts to meet the expectations. In the Journal-World’s case, the most 

remembered incentive was a one-time-only round of raises to specific employees who 

management felt most responded to the corporate decision to converge.. To be fair, the 

global recognition of the Journal-World’s converge product under Curley’s direction was 

seen as a powerful incentive by the staff.  

Staff training is fundamental if an organization is to embark on change. Personnel 

need to acquire the new skills they will need in the new environment. In this case, 

training was achieved through the Convergence Groups and recently through scheduled 

multimedia training. As the Journal-World experience suggest, it is very important to 

include management in that schedule. Management preparation for the change should not 

only include technical skills but most importantly leadership training.  

Managers on the same page 
Although for the staff the biggest challenge in the early period was the 

competitive mindset between the J-W and 6News, that problem could have been 

addressed more efficiently if managers would have not encouraged competitive practices. 

Noncollaborative practices from managers made cross-platform assignments and efforts 

difficult for the convergence manager as well as for the staff. Managing editors and 

editors run the daily operation of the newsroom. They assign resources to achieve what 

they consider their job. In this case, putting out the newspaper or the TV newscast was 

their priority and their choices and resource assignment reflected that priority. It is 

essential that middle managers are given clear expectations so that they can transmit 

those to their staffs. Cross-training is also fundamental for managers. Learning the 
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technical and practical skills needed to put together different outlets gives them the 

confidence to direct their staff’s efforts in that way and make them capable of setting 

realistic goals and managing assignments accordingly.  

Stages in the change 
The three stages defined here – cultural adaptation, organic convergence and 

directed convergence -- are not the only ones a company can go through when adopting 

convergence. The importance of defining stages in the change is the recognition of 

convergence as a process, a transformation that will happen gradually and that will face 

different difficulties according to the context those newsrooms are embedded in. 

Although the organic and directed stages may not apply to some cases, the cultural 

adaptation stage seems inevitable if a coordinated effort is wanted. Even as cross-

platform reporting becomes more common, it is still fundamental to address any 

preconceptions or misconceptions journalists have about their colleagues or work in other 

mediums. Asking them to observe other people’s work for a week and be involved in 

different areas of the company is a good idea that can be easily duplicated by other 

organizations.  

Communication channels  
Special attention should be placed on the way information is (or is not) 

communicated. Having staff doing work for more than one medium in an efficient way 

requires effective resource assignment and clear ways to communicate across and inside 

departments. The case of the ljworld.com shows how lack of clear communication 

between the newsroom and the online team may create frustration on both ends. 

Communication should be encouraged in any way formal or informal, however, this case 
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provides examples of how formal ways of communicating such as scheduled meetings, 

provide better opportunities to coordinate as a team. Currently, no member of the 

technical online team is present in the converged budget meetings. The MEC as well as 

reporters and editors working on stories with multimedia component are in charge of 

informing the Web team what will be published on the site and when. Incorporating a 

member of the technical staff to the meetings would help in two ways. First, it would 

reduce the amount of time spent by editors, reporters and the MEC to coordinate with the 

technical team. And in second place, it could encourage a more frequent exchange of 

ideas between journalists and Web producers on how to better use technology to tell 

stories.  

The role of technical staff 
Given the path that this particular case followed, it is suggested that previous 

cross-training efforts emphasize collaborative efforts not only between print and TV but 

with the online team, especially for companies that do not have a journalistic team in 

charge of the Web site content. The case also highlights the complications brought by 

lack of communication with the online technical team and of not seeing them as possible 

partners but as emails addresses or “geeky guys” who put on the Internet what the 

newsroom does. This study suggests that closer coordination with the online team should 

be sought earlier in the process.    

Clear vision and leadership 
The leadership, vision and constant push from World Company COO Ralph Gage 

and the Simons family was credited by every interviewee as the force behind the change. 

This research showed the changes, transformations and adaptations that made this a 
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successful case showed the long-term vision and leadership ability of the owners and 

Gage. The family realized that online technologies would greatly benefit convergence 

and invested in staff and  software tools that would allow the organization to do more 

than just copy print news into the Web.  

It is undeniable that Mediaphormedia, or World Online, has been an asset in this 

transformation process and it may be seen by some as the reason for economical success, 

which would in turn make this experience non transferable. Not every media company 

has a powerful software division. However, that division and its impact in the company’s 

product and financial results is the product of decisions that reflect a clear vision: “People 

invest in buying a printing press but they won’t see to the Web as an investment for the 

future, they just see it short time. [The vision here was] We needed to get the best product 

and in order to do that, we needed the best talent. It was seen as an asset and not just as: 

oh, it’s this big payroll”. (Advertising Director) 

Examples of leadership in this case were associated with investing in hiring talent, 

recognizing people’s strengths and weaknesses, knowing how to motivate staff, making 

expectations clear, supervising the process closely and personally. It was very interesting 

that although the industry considers Rob Curley the leader for this transformation, the 

staff considers the COO as the responsible for the change. Curley and his team’s 

importance in creating Web products is acknowledged by the staff, but there were more 

references to the COO’s as the driver of the change. However, for the COO this change 

did not happen because he wanted it or because he was behind it: “it was this reassurance 

from the owners, constantly, that this was a change that they embraced that really made it 
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possible. If there had been any indication that they were not behind it, nothing I could 

have done would have made it work.” 

Being a case study, these aspects may not be generalized or be the only ones for 

all media companies. More research should be done to establish more areas that might 

present challenges when adopting convergence practices. 

By describing in detail the transformation process of a newspaper-related Website 

into an asset for the company, this research hopes to call attention to those transferable 

aspects for each media, with leadership and vision as the most important. The difficulties 

and challenges the newsroom and the online team have encountered to fully adapt online 

technology, and the changes and adaptations that they needed may not be the same for 

all. This goes along with what Boczkowski’s study shows: Despite the fact that “most 

convergence rhetoric has assumed that technical changes would drive all media into a 

common form regulated by a single logic and has speculated about how best to 

characterize this product and its social implication” (2005, p.17), the diversity of context 

and conditions in newspapers have led to varying products and trajectories. 

This research hopes to contribute to the body of academic knowledge about 

technological change and convergence in newsrooms from an organizational perspective 

and not from a journalistic one. The study has not focused on the way journalists do their 

jobs and how their daily routines have been affected by convergence and online 

technologies embracement. It has focused on the changes and decisions made on a 

managerial level to make technology and convergence work on this particular Web site. 

The research contributes to the discussion by adding examples of how technical changes 

shape and are shaped by a convergence operation praised by the industry. These findings 
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are useful in identifying ‘good practices’ to smooth the transition to convergence 

newsrooms and may also help media managers understand and foresee the problems that 

will need to be taken care of to take full advantage of online technologies in the 

newsroom.  

This study’s findings may not only be useful for newsrooms but also for 

journalism schools that are trying to adapt their curricula to better prepare journalists for 

converged newsrooms. Journalism and communication schools, on the contrary to most 

media companies, do not have to deal with shareholders or corporate ownership 

structures and most of them probably already have all the components of a converged 

operation: a newspaper, a TV newscast, a radio program and a Web site. Journalism 

schools are a perfect setting to train future journalists to produce multi-platform quality 

journalism. Following this study’s conclusions it may be stated that schools’ study plans 

should emphasize cross training as well as knowledge and respect for other people’s 

work, be it journalistic staff from other mediums or technical staff that contributes to the 

journalistic product. Journalists that want to succeed in a converged environment need to 

learn the skills needed to report for Web, TV and print but not only that. In order for 

journalists to take full advantage of reporting across platforms, it is extremely important 

that they understand each medium’s culture and value the possibilities each of them offer 

to produce quality journalism.  
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APPENDICES 
 

1. List of Questions for semi-structured interviews 

 
• The company and the innovation culture:  

o Describe the company’s culture regarding technology. 

o Describe the first noticeable change regarding online technologies in detail: 

where, when, who, why. 

o Describe the hardest change regarding online technologies in detail 

o Was there a planning process, and how did it work?  

o Who was involved in the process?  

• The innovation in the newsroom:  

o How did the change begin?  

o Describe the phases or waves of the adoption of the change.  

o Would you relate the LJWorld.com’s change to the following types of information 

practices for the Web: repurposing of content, recombination of practices and 

creation of original content.  

o What transformations still need more work and exploration?  

o What changes in workflows and routines (editing, budget and beat meetings), 

work cycles, did each of these practices imply? Was it an external change (out of 

the newsroom) or an internal one? 

o How did they affect job positions and descriptions?  
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o How was the desk distribution of the newsroom? Did it change? Did the change 

came from the journalists, the editors, the managers? 

• Organizational and structural changes:  

o The company’s mission statement before and now. When and how did it 

changed? (if changed).  

o Audience representation: Describe both have changed during this time? Was it an 

official change or an organic one? 

o Organizational chart through the different phases: what are the main changes in 

the company’s organizational chart? Where the changes proactive or reactive?  

o Management practices: what is the nature of the boss-employee relationship 

in the newsroom? How’s the reward policy different now? How have the 

staffing practices changed?  

o What has been the anchor to the change? 

• Coordination work: the relationship with the newsroom 

o What was the nature of the collaborative process (if any) between the print 

newsroom and the online newsroom? Did it change? Why? Was it an organic 

change or an imposed one?  

o What was the nature, if any, of collaborative efforts across departments when 

you were print people? Which departments? How is it now? Was it an 

organic change or an imposed one?  

o What rival practices have been identified between different areas? 

o What was the most difficult coordination to achieve? (Which practice and 

which area?) How was it resolved?  
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• Evaluation:  

o Who evaluated and monitored the change?  

o Were there any written forms of assessment? 
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2. Convergence Group Agenda 1 
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3. Convergence Group Agenda 2 
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4. Performance Evaluation Form 
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5. Multi-media managing editor job description 
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6. Convergence coordinator and project coordinators job description 
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